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ABSTRACT

Title of Dissertation: The Role of Local Activity of the Nucleus Accumbens in Reward:
Interneurons and Gamma Oscillations
James M. Irving, Doctor of Philosophy, 2016
Dissertation Directed by: Joseph F. Cheer, Associate Professor, Program in Neuroscience
The nucleus accumbens (NAc) is a brain structure essential for an animal’s ability
to adapt its behavior and choices to changes in its surrounding environment. It receives
convergent information from many brain regions about environmental stimuli and internal
drives and integrates this information to function as a gatekeeper to the basal ganglia.
Numerous classes of interneurons and local processes modulate the afferent inputs and
contribute to the ultimate summation of this information, which is then relayed to the basal
ganglia by medium spiny neurons. In this dissertation, we investigated the role of
cholinergic interneurons (CINs) of the nucleus accumbens, and how they interact with
dopaminergic (DA) terminals from the ventral tegmental area (VTA) to alter DA release,
as well as the role of gamma-frequency local field potentials in reward behaviors. Using
genetically targeted optical excitation of CINs in ChAT-Cre mice in combination with
adenoassociated viral vectors containing a double-floxed open reading frame
Channelrhodopsin gene, we recorded DA release using fast-scan cyclic voltammetry
(FSCV) in anesthetized mice. We found that CINs can directly evoke DA release in the
accumbens without coincident stimulation of DA terminals. We then tested if optical
stimulation of CINs would produce similar reinforcing effects to pharmacological
manipulation of DA in behaving mice, using place preference paradigms. However, no

significant reinforcing effects of accumbal CIN stimulation were observed under our
experimental conditions. We concluded that CIN-stimulation is not reinforcing. Next, we
investigated the role of accumbal low and high gamma oscillations during food-reward
operant tasks. We found differential activity of low and high gamma bands associated with
different aspects of reward. Specifically, we find a representation of reward value in low
gamma, as well as a representation of reward prediction error in high gamma. We conclude
that high and low gamma oscillations accompany reward pursuit in mice during operant
tasks, and that they exhibit distinct activity patterns to different aspects of reward.
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I

Introduction

The Nucleus Accumbens
The nucleus accumbens (NAc) is a brain structure essential for an animal’s ability
to adapt its behavior and choices to changes in its surrounding environment. It receives
convergent information from different brain regions about environmental stimuli and
internal drives and integrates this information to function as a gatekeeper to the basal
ganglia. This network is critical for recognizing advantageous opportunities in an animal’s
environment and directs the animal to pursue the most critical option. Due to the NAc’s
function in translating this information into action, it is considered a limbic-motor interface
(Mogenson et al., 1980). Additionally, it can direct an animal towards environmental
stimuli associated with impending reward, making it a Pavlovian-instrumental interface
(Cardinal et al., 2002). In other words, the NAc is a critical part of the neural circuits that
allow us to learn what environmental stimuli (cues) are associated with life- and speciessustaining stimuli (rewards), and then compels us to pursue those rewards. Whether the cue
be the bell that made Pavlov’s dogs salivate at the thought of impending food, the sound
of flowing water telling a thirsty deer that fresh life-sustaining water is near, or the sight of
a female mouse exposing herself to a male mouse, revealing the opportunity for speciessustaining procreation, or the bright golden arches of a McDonald’s sign to a present-day
human, they all fundamentally serve the same function. Without the NAc’s connections
and contributions, species might not have evolved into the animals we know today, capable
of perceiving the various stimuli in their environment, forming a representation of which
is the most salient, and directing their actions towards attaining the associated reward.
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Not only must an animal recognize a cue and the reward it promises, it must analyze
the environment and determine what actions he must take to get it. The animal must
consider its current need of that reward. How much does it want it? How much of that
reward is available? Is that amount of that reward worth that amount of effort and those
series of actions to obtain it? What if there is another reward in a different direction
requiring a different and competing set of actions? How does an animal decide which
potential reward to pursue? These fundamental questions and underlying processing are as
true for a thirsty deer, as they are for a Big-Mac-craving human being.
Charles Darwin once wrote, “the difference in mind between man and the higher
animals … is one of degree and not of kind,” (Darwin, 1871). The brains and motivations
of man and other animals are not fundamentally different, except for the human brain’s
additional cognitive abilities, achieved by profound increases in cortical volume and
cortical surface area (Rakic, 2009). This fundamental principle is what allows us to study
other organisms, and yet learn much about ourselves. The NAc is a highly evolutionarily
conserved brain region that compels man and beast, alike, and shall be explored in this
dissertation.
The NAc Is the Input Structure to the Basal Ganglia
The NAc is the ventral subdivision of the striatum, which is itself a component of
a larger series of functionally interconnected nuclei, the basal ganglia. This system
integrates environmental and internal information, and the resulting output innervates the
motor cortex to initiate the pursuit of the most salient environmental stimuli, which shall
be referred to herein as goal-directed behavior.
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The basal ganglia are highly evolutionarily conserved, except for some anatomical
differences. In rodents, they are composed of the pallidum, subthalamic nucleus, substantia
nigra pars reticulata, and the striatum. The striatum can be further divided into the dorsal
striatum, containing the caudate-putamen, and the ventral striatum, containing the nucleus
accumbens. However, the borders are

not precisely defined anatomically, as many

projections do not strictly obey this separation (Voorn et al., 2004). In primates, the
caudate-putamen are two separate nuclei separated by a white matter tract, the internal
capsule. Despite these anatomical differences, the fundamental connectivity and relevance
are consistent between rodents and primates (DeLong, 2000).
The NAc is an important component of the basal ganglia, as it is the gatekeeper to
the rest of the nuclei. Afferent projections from different brain regions converge not only
into the same region, but many synapse onto the same neurons in the NAc (Calhoon and
O’Donnell, 2013; Callaway et al., 1991; Floresco et al., 2001; French and Totterdell, 2002,
2003; Meredith et al., 1990; Moss and Bolam, 2008; Mulder et al., 1998; O’Donnell and
Grace, 1995). The afferents to this region compete for control over medium spiny neurons
(MSNs), the projection neurons that control entry into the basal ganglia. The afferents do
so directly, by synapsing onto the MSNs, as well as indirectly, relying on a complex and
interconnected system of interneurons with widespread influence across the region. While
much is known about the afferent projections and the MSNs (Calhoon and O’Donnell,
2013; Callaway et al., 1991; Floresco et al., 2001; French and Totterdell, 2002, 2003;
Gerfen and Bolam, 2010), the interneurons and their relevance for determining an animal’s
behavior are complex and not as well understood (Beatty et al., 2015; Goldberg and
Wilson, 2010; Tepper, 2010). I will briefly discuss some of the afferent sources to the NAc,
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and what information they may convey, before examining the different classes of
interneurons and how they are theorized to shape convergent input and resulting output.
Afferents to the NAc
There are 4 major sources of excitatory glutamatergic afferents that often synapse
onto the same neurons in the NAc, the prefrontal cortex (PFC), the basolateral amygdala
(BLA), the ventral hippocampus (vHipp), and multiple thalamic nuclei; specifically, the
midline nuclei and the rostral parafasicular nucleus (Calhoon and O’Donnell, 2013;
Callaway et al., 1991; Chuhma et al., 2011; Floresco et al., 2001; French and Totterdell,
2002, 2003; Friedman et al., 2002; Groenewegen and Berendse, 1994; Meredith et al.,
1990; Moss and Bolam, 2008; Mulder et al., 1998; O’Donnell and Grace, 1995; Phillipson
and Griffiths, 1985; Smith et al., 2004, 2009; Stuber et al., 2012).
The ventral tegmental area’s (VTA) projections have expansive terminals that
release dopamine (DA) into the NAc to exert widespread modulatory influence (Pickel et
al., 1981; Smith et al., 1994; Swanson, 1982). Glutamatergic afferents synapse onto MSNs
and evoke excitatory post-synaptic potentials (Berendse and Groenewegen, 1990;
Berendse et al., 1992; Christie et al., 1985; Groenewegen et al., 1987; Kelley and
Domesick, 1982; McDonald, 1991; Petrovich et al., 1996; Yim and Mogenson, 1982). Each
of these projection regions are implicated in different aspects of Pavlovian and instrumental
associations important for goal-directed behavior.
The exact functions of the thalamic afferents are still being explored and are
believed to carry a multitude of information and exert widespread influence in the striatum
via synapses onto cholinergic and parvalbumin interneuron, as well as striatal projection
neurons(Lapper and Bolam, 1992; Matsumoto et al., 2001; Sidibé and Smith, 1999). The
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varying function of the thalamic projections are exemplified by projections from the Pf to
the striatum that are involved in attentional processes and arousal (Kimura et al., 2004;
Matsumoto et al., 2001; Minamimoto and Kimura, 2002), as well as the paraventricular
nucleus (PVN) projections that are implicated in opiate dependence (Zhu et al., 2016). Of
all the glutamatergic afferents to the NAc, the PVN is the only major glutamatergic
projection whose activity is aversive and not rewarding (Britt et al., 2012; Stuber et al.,
2011; Zhu et al., 2016).
The hippocampus is essential for spatial navigation, recognizing novelty, learning
spatial associations, and processing relationships between stimuli (Floresco et al., 1997;
Ito et al., 2008; Pennartz et al., 2011). The BLA is important for assigning a positive or
negative valence to previously neutral stimuli (Everitt et al., 1991), for integrating
memories of stimuli to enhance the associations of a neutral stimulus (Collins and Paré,
2000; Tye and Janak, 2007), and for updating the value of a previously learned stimulus in
response to changing conditions (McLaughlin and Floresco, 2007). The PFC has a more
complex role that is not easily distilled into a single function. However, it is primarily
thought to be involved in tasks demanding high attention (Christakou et al., 2004), using
previously learned associations in a different context (Floresco et al., 1999), and
cost/benefit analysis of competing options (Floresco et al., 1997; Hauber and Sommer,
2009). These glutamatergic afferents are modulated by another type of afferent input, DA
neurons (Brady and O’Donnell, 2004; Totterdell and Smith, 1989), which underscores the
NAc’s importance in processing convergent inputs and the resulting output to the basal
ganglia.
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Dopaminergic transmission in the NAc is critically involved in reinforcement
learning, motivation and incentive salience (Berridge, 2009; Berridge et al., 2009; Ikemoto,
2007; Joshua et al., 2009; Nicola, 2007; Schultz, 2013; Wise and Rompre, 1989). Like
glutamatergic afferents, dopamine neuron (DAN) terminals synapse onto the MSNs (Smith
and Bolam, 1990; Totterdell and Smith, 1989). DANs alternate between two distinct firing
modes, tonic low frequency firing (1-5 Hz) and phasic bursts (>=20 Hz) (Grace and
Bunney, 1984; Schultz, 1986). Phasic firing occurs in response to unexpected reward and
evokes DA release in the NAc (Day et al., 2007; Ljungberg et al., 1992; Schultz, 1986,
1998). This phasic activity can be evoked by food (Roitman et al., 2004), sex (Robinson et
al., 2001, 2002), brain stimulation (Beyene et al., 2010; Cheer et al., 2005; Owesson-White
et al., 2008), and drugs of abuse (Owesson-White et al., 2009; Phillips et al., 2003). If a
cue is repeatedly presented prior to the reward, the time-locked burst firing of DANs shifts
away from the reward and becomes time-locked to the cue that predicts the reward.
Accumbal DA activity evoked by natural reinforcers, such as food and sex,
exemplifies the role of NAc in promoting important behaviors for survival. This same
accumbal DAergic signal, however, is also usurped by almost all drugs of abuse and is
believed to underlie compulsive drug-seeking behavior characteristic of addiction (Di
Chiara, 1995; Di Chiara and Imperato, 1988). While the potency of signaling in the NAc
is exemplified by the profound behavioral disturbances of addiction, the function of
convergent DAergic and glutamatergic inputs is intricately intertwined with the widespread
modulatory influence of striatal interneurons.
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Neuronal Composition of the Nucleus Accumbens
While MSNs are the most prominent class of neurons in the striatum, accounting
for 97% of all striatal neurons, the remaining 3% are interneurons, which have widespread
influence over the region (Rymar et al., 2004). It is important to note that the proportions
of striatal neurons are considerably different in primates, with 20% of the primate striatum
composed of interneurons (Graveland and Difiglia, 1985; Graveland et al., 1985).
Depending on the classification criteria, there are anywhere from two to nine classes of
interneurons, based upon neurochemical or morphological characteristics, respectively
(Bishop et al., 1982).

The current predominant classification is based on

electrophysiological and neurochemical characteristics and acknowledges four classes of
interneuron. However, with novel genetic labeling tools, new classification of neurons are
emerging (Cuzon Carlson et al., 2011; Muñoz-Manchado et al., 2014; Winters et al., 2012).
The current classification system describes cholinergic interneurons (CINs) and
GABAergic interneurons (GINs). While there is a single class of CIN, there are at least 3
sub-classes of GINs (Kawaguchi, 1993; Kawaguchi et al., 1995; Tepper and Bolam, 2004;
Tepper et al., 2008). While much work has been done on striatal interneurons as a whole,
a higher portion of these studies were in the dorsal striatum (DS). While there is extensive
overlap between the NAc and DS in the neuronal populations and their characteristics, we
cannot assume that all attributes are identical. However, much work on accumbal
interneurons has extrapolated previous findings in the DS to the NAc. While we will be
focusing on the NAc in the subsequent sections, we will rely on studies of striatal
interneurons as a whole to cover gaps in accumbal-specific studies.
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The Three Classes of GINS
Type I: Calretinin Expressing Interneurons
The least studied class of GINs is that which expresses the calcium binding protein
calretinin (CR). The size and quantity of CR+ neurons vary between mice, rats, and
primates. In rats, CR+ neurons are medium in size, with somatic diameters ranging from
12-20µm, and having very sparse arborizations; they are aspiny, and comprise ~0.8% of
the rat striatum (Bennett and Bolam, 1993; Petryszyn et al., 2014). Mice and primates,
however, also have a class of smaller CR+ somata, ranging from 9-12 µm in diameter, that
stain more densely for CR and are 3 times more prevalent than the larger CR+ cells
(Petryszyn et al., 2014). An important consideration is that CR is co-labeled with choline
acetyltransferase, the synthetic enzyme for acetylcholine, in the human and primate
striatum (Petryszyn et al., 2014). Therefore, there is a class of cholinergic interneuron in
primates that is absent in rodents. The electrophysiological properties of CR+ neurons have
yet to be elucidated. However, there are recent reports of a previously unknown class of
fast-spiking interneurons (FSI) that does not express parvalbumin (PV; PV FSIs will be
discussed at length as the third class of GINs) and are suspected to be CR interneurons
(Winters et al., 2012). There is much left to uncover about CR+ GINs of the striatum.
Type II: Low Threshold Spiking Interneurons (LTS) Expressing Somatostatin /
Neuropeptide Y / Nitric Oxide Synthase
The second class of GINs expresses a combination of somatostatin (SOM),
neuropeptide y (NPY), and nitric oxide synthase (NOS) (Chesselet and Graybiel, 1986;
Tepper, 2010; Vincent and Johansson, 1983).
The majority of this second class of interneurons (80%) expresses both NOS and
NPY (Dawson et al., 1991; Rushlow et al., 1995; Vincent and Hope, 1992; Vincent and
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Johansson, 1983), while 73% express all 3 markers (Figueredo-Cardenas et al., 1996).
SOM/NPY/NOS neurons constitute ~0.55-0.8% of striatal neurons, but it is not clear if
there are functional differences resulting from the variable expression of these three
markers.
These SOM/NPY/NOS neurons are the second largest in size in the striatum, with
somatic diameters of 15-25µm. They have rapidly thinning dendrites that branch close to
the cell body and extend into a simple dendritic arbor about 600 µm in diameter (Aoki and
Pickel, 1988; Kawaguchi, 1993; Vincent and Johansson, 1983; Vincent et al., 1983). The
axon terminals of the SOM/NPY neurons are simple and sparse, like their dendrites, but
they are the longest axons in the striatum, stretching linearly about 1mm from the soma
(Kawaguchi, 1993).
SOM/NPY/NOS neurons were first discovered in in vitro experiments by their
depolarization-induced low threshold Ca2+ spikes (LTS) and long lasting depolarizing
plateau potential following positive current injection. They were thus named persistent low
threshold spiking neurons (PLTS; (Kawaguchi, 1993). There are, however, LTS neurons
that lack the plateau potential (Koós and Tepper, 1999) but very few of these neurons have
been successfully recorded. LTS is the modern name for this class, but they are indeed the
same as the PLTS neurons.
LTS interneurons receive glutamatergic input from the cortex (Kawaguchi, 1993),
as well as cholinergic and DAergic input (Kubota et al., 1988; Li et al., 2002). Stimulation
of LTS cells induces weak IPSCs in MSNs of consistent amplitude (Tepper and Bolam,
2004; Tepper et al., 2008) and they may underlie GABA-mediated recurrent CIN autoinhibition (Sullivan et al., 2008). It was originally believed that LTS interneurons were not
9

spontaneously active, but recent genetic labeling techniques allowed precise targeting of
neurons expressing NPY or NOS (Beatty et al., 2012; Ibáñez-Sandoval et al., 2011).
Spontaneous activity was present in the majority (~92%) of LTS neurons, but had a broad
frequency range (~3-15 Hz), with varying complex patterns that occurred autonomously
(Beatty et al., 2012). While the firing frequency of LTS cells is highly variable, it is strictly
controlled by their membrane potential. Hyperpolarization shifts the LTS from tonic to
burst firing, such as when DA is depleted (Centonze et al., 2002; Dehorter et al., 2009),
and depolarization returns LTS to tonic firing.
This suggests the hypothesis that the LTS neurons - have complex modulatory roles
dependent upon the input. The functional consequences of these changes in activity are
difficult to ascertain, as somatostatin, nitric oxide, and NPY are neuromodulators with
functions such as: altering calcium conductances (Galarraga et al., 2007; Vilchis et al.,
2002), cAMP signaling (Lin et al., 2010), synaptic plasticity (Calabresi et al., 1999;
Kawaguchi et al., 1995), and DA release (Adewale et al., 2007; Hartung et al., 2011). While
it is clear the LTS neurons have important influences within the striatum, the complicated
nature of their signaling makes future studies challenging.
Type III: Parvalbumin GABAergic Interneurons / Fast Spiking Interneurons
The third class of GINs expresses the calcium binding protein, parvalbumin (PV).
These parvalbumin-immunoreactive interneurons (PVI) are the most extensively studied
and canonical GINs. PVIs were the first identified GINs via radiolabeled GABA binding
studies (Bolam et al., 1983), and have the highest concentration of GABA and GAD67 (the
67 kDa isoform of glutamic acid decarboxylase, the synthetic enzyme for GABA) (Bolam
et al., 1985; Cowan et al., 1990; Kita, 1993; Kubota et al., 1993). The PVIs are
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neurochemically well defined and do not express any other GIN markers (MuñozManchado et al., 2014).
PVIs are now known to overlap exclusively with the electrophysiologically
identified fast spiking interneurons class (Gerfen et al., 1985; Kawaguchi, 1993;
Kawaguchi et al., 1995; Koós and Tepper, 1999; Winters et al., 2012). FSIs derived their
name from their membrane properties, which are characterized by fast spiking frequencies
with brief high-amplitude action potentials, large, rapid AHPs, low input resistance,
hyperpolarized resting potential, and a linear current-voltage curve (Bracci et al., 2002;
Koós and Tepper, 1999, 2002; Taverna et al., 2007). While all striatal PVIs are FSIs, there
is a recently discovered class of FSIs that does not express PV (Winters et al., 2012), which
may overlap with the CR+ neurons that have yet to be studied electrophysiologically.
PVIs are critical modulators of striatal activity. Despite making up only 0.7 % of
striatal neurons (Rymar et al., 2004), they have the densest arborization of the striatal
neurons and cover a diameter of (200-300 µm) (Tepper, 2010). They receive extensive
glutamatergic input from the PFC (Ramanathan et al., 2002), as well as local cholinergic
input from CINs (Chang and Kita, 1992), and DAergic input from the substantia nigra
(Kubota et al., 1987). While the PVIs are spaced far apart, they are electrically coupled via
gap junctions (Kita, 1993; Kita et al., 1990; Koós and Tepper, 1999; Winters et al., 2012),
allowing coordinated activity despite their sparse distribution.
PVIs preferentially synapse onto MSNs (Bennett and Bolam, 1994; Kita, 1993) and
optical stimulation of PVIs selectively inhibits MSNs, without affecting CINs. They have a
weak effect on a small minority of LTS neurons (Szydlowski et al., 2013). PVIs are more
responsive to cortical input than MSNs (Kawaguchi et al., 1995; Mallet et al., 2005;
11

Parthasarathy and Graybiel, 1997), and are believed to allow the PFC to suppress activity
induced in MSNs via other afferents (Calhoon and O’Donnell, 2013). In fact, phasic firing in
PVIs is sufficient to block MSN spiking entirely (Koos and Tepper, 1999).
This evidence reinforces the notion that PVIs are critically important for controlling
the activity of the striatum. In line with this view is the suspected role of PVIs in generating
and controlling striatal brain rhythms, specifically higher frequencies that fall into the broad
category of gamma oscillations. Gamma oscillations are expressed in the striatum of rodents
engaged in the pursuit of reward (Berke, 2009; Kalenscher et al., 2010; van der Meer and
Redish, 2009). The physiological properties of striatal PVIs, including their fast spiking
abilities, their preferred resonant firing frequencies (Beatty et al., 2015; Bracci et al., 2003;
Pike et al., 2000; Taverna et al., 2007), and their electrical coupling would support the
generation of gamma rhythms. Indeed, optical stimulation of cortical PVIs in mice
preferentially induces gamma oscillations in the cortex (Cardin et al., 2009). PFC gamma
oscillations cohere with the oscillatory activity of the striatum during reward seeking behavior,
and as discussed earlier, PVIs of the striatum receive extensive cortical innervation. This
evidence indicates that PVIs may ultimately be responsible for driving reward-associated
gamma oscillations, but this is not yet known.

Cholinergic Interneurons
The fourth class of striatal interneuron to be covered here are the CINs. They were first
noted as far back as the late 19th century (Kölliker, 1896) due to their large size, with soma
diameters sometimes in excess of 50µm . CINs comprise approximately 1-2% of the striatal
neuronal population (Bolam et al., 1984; Kemp and Powell, 1971; Phelps et al., 1985), but they
have a large sphere of influence. Not only do CINs have the largest cell bodies in the striatum,
but also the farthest reaching processes, with a dendritic arbor that can extend up to 1mm as
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well as large and densely branching axonal processes (Chang and Kitai, 1982; DiFiglia, 1987;
DiFiglia and Carey, 1986; Kawaguchi, 1992, 1993). Their expansive reach allows widespread
cholinergic neurotransmission in the striatum (Descarries and Mechawar, 2000a; Descarries et
al., 1997).
Before the neurochemical identity of CINs was confirmed, they were identified by their
electrophysiological properties. In vitro, they fire tonically a 3-10 Hz (Bishop et al., 1982;
Wilson et al., 1990) and exhibit wide action potentials with a deep afterhyperpolaralization
(AHP) lasting 100-200 ms (Kawaguchi, 1993). CINs have a unique physiological profile,
including endogenous rhythmic bursting, subthreshold oscillations, a significantly longer AHP
lasting up to a few seconds following prolonged depolarization, as well as a rebounding
increase in firing following hyperpolarization (Bennett and Wilson, 1999; Wilson, 2005). All
of these properties are relevant to the awake and behaving animal, as discussed below.
Around the same time that the functional properties of CINs were being identified in
vitro, extracellular striatal recordings in awake and behaving primates unveiled a unique class
of behaviorally encoding neurons. This class of neurons exhibited tonic low frequency firing,
with broad action potentials (Anderson, 1978; Aosaki et al., 1994a; Kimura et al., 1984), and
were sparsely distributed (Aosaki et al., 1995). These neurons were appropriately named
tonically active neurons (TANs), and are considered equivalent to the CINs, although recent
evidence indicates that this may not be completely accurate (Beatty et al., 2012). TANs
encoded the delivery of reward with a long pause in their tonic firing (Apicella et al., 1997;
Kimura et al., 1984). Similarly to DANs, whose phasic bursting shifts from a primary reward
to a sensory cue that predicts the reward, TANs also shift their pause response to the rewardpredicting cue, and this is only present when the animal recalls the association between the cue
and reward (Aosaki et al., 1994a). However, unlike DANs, TANs exhibit the same pause
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response to both rewarding and aversive stimuli (Apicella, 2002; Morris et al., 2004; Ravel et
al., 1999). The TAN pause response is often preceded by a brief burst of firing that may also
occur at the end of the pause when the cell returns to baseline tonic activity. TANs are
remarkably coordinated, as pause responses occur simultaneously across large numbers of
striatal TANs (Fiorillo et al., 2003; Morris et al., 2004) . The simultaneous reward-evoked
activity of TANs and DANs indicates a possible functional association between the two.
Numerous lines of evidence point towards a role of cholinergic transmission in DA
release. The behavioral TAN pause response is absent in DA-depleted animals (Aosaki et al.,
1994b). In vitro slice and synaptosome experiments show an increase in DA release following
activation of acetylcholine receptors (Giorguieff et al., 1976, 1977; Rapier et al., 1990;
Wonnacott et al., 1989). Nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChR) are localized on DA
terminals (Jones et al., 2001), and blocking nAChR in vitro reduces evoked DA by 90% (Zhou
et al., 2001). Nicotine is the primary psychoactive component in tobacco products and while
the United States Surgeon General warns that its use can have deleterious health effects, more
than 25% of all American above age 12 (ASPA, 2014) are current tobacco users. This is partly
due to the finding that nicotine is highly addictive, and its mechanism of action is believed to
be via direct action on DA terminals. Bath application of nicotine in striatal slices desensitizes
nAChRs on DANs, reducing the amount of evoked DA in a frequency dependent manner, such
that stimulation intensity must be increased to overcome nicotine’s effect on DA release
(Zhang and Sulzer, 2004). This finding suggests that nicotine acts as a high pass filter on DA

release, enhancing the amount of DA released during periods of phasic firing of DANs
(Exley et al., 2008), such as when they burst fire in response to the presentation of a reward
or reward predicting cue (Apicella et al., 1991; Mirenowicz and Schultz, 1996; Nakahara
et al., 2004; Roesch et al., 2007; Schultz, 2007a). This finding calls into question how the
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release of endogenous acetylcholine modulates DA terminal activity, and what possible
effects this may have on reward-seeking behavior.

Goal of this Dissertation
While all of these striatal interneuron populations above are worthy of further study,
the CINs and PVIs of the NAc both emerge as the most well understood interneurons with
important implications for our understanding of goal-directed behavior, but with many
questions that have been difficult to address. With the combination of cre-expressing
transgenic mouse lines and the development of optogenetics, we are now poised to address
the causal role of activity in such diffuse, yet critically important interneurons.
Using precise control over the CINs and our knowledge of their time-locked
behaviorally relevant activity, we may now directly test their reciprocal, but poorly
understood relationship with DANs, both in terms of functional modulation of DAergic
signaling, as well as the behavioral consequences for reward-seeking animals.
The potent control of MSN output via accumbal interneurons has been well
elucidated. However, the role of accumbal local field potentials, generated by these
interneurons, has only been recently been investigated. The behavioral correlations of
reward-associated gamma oscillations are unclear, as well as functional subdivisions of
gamma oscillations in goal-directed behavior. Using in vivo electrophysiological
recordings, these questions will be directly addressed in awake and behaving animals
engaged in reward-seeking behaviors.
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II The Development of Optogenetics
The Need for More Specific Tools
The fruits of neuroscience research blossomed in the latter half of the 20th century.
As technology advanced and new methodologies were discovered, the specificity and
scope of the questions neuroscientists could investigate expanded. The technical
limitations of visualization and physical manipulation of brain tissue once restricted
scientists to only the largest and most accessible models recorded ex vivo, such as Hodkin
and Huxley’s foundational experiments on squid giant axons (Hodgkin and Huxley, 1939).
As technology progressed, so did our ability to understand the brain. Ever since Graham &
Gerard (Graham and Gerard, 1946) performed the first intracellular recordings from
peripheral muscle fibers using the first glass micro-electrodes, neurophysiologists have
been expanding our understanding of how neurons function, and the differences between
neuron types. From the foundational recordings of Fatt & Katz (Fatt and Katz, 1950, 1951)
that revealed much about the nature of the electrochemical communication across the
neuromuscular junction and the first intracellular recordings by Brock, Coombs, and Eccles
(Brock et al., 1952) using microelectrodes to characterize the inherent properties and
activity of neurons, electrophysiology entered a new realm of knowledge previously
inaccessible.
The ultrastructural visualization of neurons as distinct entities separated by
synapses (De Robertis and Bennett, 1955) confirmed that the brain is an intricate series of
interconnected units whose individual activity amounted to something greater. The
introduction of tungsten microelectrodes as an alternative to fragile glass micropipettes
allowed for chronic extracellular recordings in vivo (Hubel, 1957). This paving the way for
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multi-electrode recordings and multi-electrode arrays (McNaughton et al., 1983; Meister
et al., 1994), allowing for the simultaneous observation of the variation in responses of
multiple neurons to the same external stimulus. While neurophysiologists could classify
neurons based upon their electrical properties, explaining the variance in responses of
neurons of the same class was limited.
While much was learned through electrophysiology, limited means of exciting
specific classes of neurons in an intact and behavior animal created a barrier to addressing
the causality underlying the interactions of different neuron populations. The theorized
roles of specific neuron types in different brain regions were difficult to elucidate and this
was particularly true for awake and behaving animal studies.
Early attempts to identify the roles of different brain areas in behaving animals
relied on electrical stimulation and could only unveil broad information about brain
regions, not specific neurons. A classic example is the work of Olds and Milner, who first
unveiled the role of different brain areas in reinforcement using the intracranial selfstimulation paradigm (Olds, 1956; Olds and Milner, 1954). The indiscriminate nature of
electrical activation of all proximal neurons made it difficult to conclude which precise
neural substrates were engaged.
In order for neuroscientists to begin answering questions about causality and the
roles of specific neuronal subclasses, new tools were needed. One area of focus was the
development of tools that could harness light for purposes beyond visualization.
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Early Attempts at Optical Control
The use of light for manipulation of neuronal activity started as early as the 1970s
(Fork, 1971). One such technique allowed temporally precise activation of specific
substrates using light. Modified molecules, ranging from calcium ions (Adams et al., 1989;
Ellis-Davies, 1998; Ellis-Davies and Kaplan, 1994, 1988) to neurotransmitters (Matsuzaki
et al., 2001; Milburn et al., 1989; Walker et al., 1986; Wieboldt et al., 1994) were chelated
with a UV-labile “cage” structure, which would separate upon light activation. These were
appropriately named caged compounds, and while they did provide temporal and spatial
specificity (Adams et al., 1989; Berridge et al., 1998; Ellis-Davies, 1998; Ellis-Davies and
Kaplan, 1994, 1988; Walker et al., 1986), they could not be used to target specific neuron
types (Milburn et al., 1989; Wieboldt et al., 1994).
Advances in genetics opened new possibilities for precise targeting. One method
combined antibody-paired chromophores and lasers to inactivate specific targets
(Schmucker et al., 1994); however, this was accomplished by destroying proteins in vitro
and could not differentiate distinct cell types that expressed the same target protein. Lasers
were also used for direct stimulation of cells, but were limited to certain cells with specific
endogenous properties and required subcellular precision targeting, something unfeasible
on a larger scale (Fork, 1971; Hirase et al., 2002).
By the new millennium, numerous groups had been investigating methods for
specific and precise optical manipulation. Various multicomponent systems attempted to
use light to improve targeting. Early attempts included light-isomerizable molecules linked
to genetically encoded channels (Banghart et al., 2004; Szobota et al., 2007; Volgraf et al.,
2006) and the use of a 3-part genetically encoded phototransduction system from
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Drosophila photoreceptors to depolarize neurons with light (Zemelman et al 2002). While
multicomponent techniques were sophisticated and produced partial successes, they had
inherent limitations, such as their slow kinetics (Zemelman 2002), or inability to drive
neurons to specific frequencies (Szobota et al., 2007). These limitations highlighted the
need for development of single component optical techniques that would allow the same
genetic specificity, but with simpler and quicker kinetics.

Opsins
Opsins are molecules that alter their confirmation in response to the absorption of
a photon of light. They are generally seven transmembrane domain receptors that also
require retinal, a cofactor derived from vitamin A for their function. Retinal is covalently
bound to opsins at a conserved lysine residue in the seventh helix. When retinal and opsins
are combined, they are referred to as a rhodopsin. Retinal absorbs the photon and
isomerizes, triggering a sequence of conformational changes in the opsin protein. This
sequence of changes is called the photocycle. The characteristics of the rhodopsin, such as
the spectrum of light absorption and kinetics of the conformational changes are determined
by the other amino acid residues that form the pocket in which retinal is bound (Bamann
et al., 2010; Berndt et al., 2010; Hegemann et al., 2005).
Opsin proteins are divided into two families and while the fundamental
characteristics are the same between families, they possess different qualities and have very
low inter-family homology (Man et al 2003). The classes are defined as type I and type II
and are composed of microbial opsins and animal opsins, respectively.
Type II opsins are found in higher eukaryotes and are typically involved in vision,
circadian rhythms, and pigment adjustment (Sakmar 2002, Shichida and Yashita 2003).
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They are G-protein coupled receptors that bind with 11-cis retinal in the absence of light.
Photon absorption triggers isomerization of retinal to the all-trans form, and the resulting
photocycle triggers second messenger cascades. After isomerization, the all-trans retinal is
released from the opsin and is replaced by a new 11-cis retinal (Hofmann et al 2009).
Type I opsins are microbial opsins found in prokaryotes, algae, and fungi (Spudich
2006). In contrast to type II opsins, they bind all-trans retinal, which isomerizes upon light
absorption to 13-cis retinal. Unlike type II opsins, the photoisomerized retinal does not
dissociate when it reverts to the deactivated form (Haupts et al 1997). One of the defining
characteristics of type I opsins, is that they are ion channels or pumps and therefore only
one gene is required for light absorption and the subsequent flux of ions (Osterhelt &
Stoeckenius 1971). The single component nature of microbial opsins made them ideal
targets for scientific use and adaptation, and were first successfully used in neurons in 2005
(Boyden et al., 2005).
First Neuronal Activation by Microbial Opsins
The first type of microbial opsin successfully used in neurons was
channelrhodopsin-2 (Boyden et al., 2005). Channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) is light-gated
cation-selective membrane channel and was discovered in the green algae Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii (Sineshchekov et al., 2002). ChR2 was one of two opsins responsible for
driving phototaxis in C. reinhardtii; the other was channelrhodopsin-1(ChR1)
(Sineshchekov et al., 2002). Unlike ChR2, ChR1 is a proton pump which only conducts
significant photocurrents at pH more acidic than the mammalian brain (Nagel et al., 2002).
ChR2 was first characterized in oocytes and human embryonic kidney cells (Nagel et al.,
2003). Blue-light driven photocurrents in ChR2 have a transient high-amplitude peak, and
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then stabilize to a smaller amplitude plateau amplitude that persists for the duration of the
light stimulus. This is due to desensitization of a portion of the ChR2 receptors; allowing
sufficient time between pulses (~5 seconds) elicits full-amplitude transients (Nagel et al.,
2003). The reproducible and rapid photocurrents of ChR2 encouraged further development
and characterization in neurons (Boyden et al., 2005).
The first successful neuronal application of ChR2 was in cultured hippocampal
neurons transduced with a lentiviral vector containing ChR2 fused with yellow fluorescent
protein (Boyden et al., 2005). Quickly thereafter, numerous groups published other
heterologous applications in chick spinal cord (Li et al., 2005), retina (Bi et al., 2006), and
in behaving C. elegans (Nagel et al., 2005). Importantly, the studies concurred that alltrans retinal was endogenously present in sufficient quantities in vertebrates, simplifying
the use of ChR2 compared to other techniques (Bi et al., 2006; Deisseroth et al., 2006;
Ishizuka et al., 2006; Li et al., 2005; Nagel et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2006). This was the
beginning of a revolutionary technique referred to as optogenetics, however this term was
not coined until 2006 (Deisseroth et al., 2006). While these foundational results were
exciting and promising, optogenetic tools and microbial opsins required significant
modification to reach their current optimized forms.
Optimization of Excitatory Opsins
Numerous incremental improvements and modifications were made to ChR2.
Many of which were focused on improved expression, followed by altered kinetics, and
activation spectra. The first modification made was to optimize the codons of the gene for
ChR2 for better expression in heterologous species (Boyden et al., 2005; Gradinaru et al.,
2007). The subsequent modification was to a single amino acid residue, specifically,
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histidine was substituted for arginine at position 134 (ChR2-H134R); this modification
increased the size of the steady-state plateau current by delaying the closing of the channel.
This had the unfortunate side-effect of decreasing the maximal firing frequency, due to the
channel’s slower kinetics (Gradinaru et al., 2007; Nagel et al., 2005). This also limited the
stimulation fidelity at frequencies higher than 30 Hz (Arenkiel et al., 2007; Boyden et al.,
2005; Fenno et al., 2011; Ishizuka et al., 2006; Li et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2007), and in
some cases as low as 20 Hz (Tsai et al., 2009).
A series of point mutations were introduced into the ChR2 gene, and the product
opsins were screened for functional improvements. The crystalized structure of ChR was
still unknown, so scientists relied on the homology between ChRs and halorhopsin (HR)
and bacteriorhodopsin (BR), which had known structures (Luecke et al., 1999a, 1999b).
Despite HR and BR being inhibitory proton pumps (Gradinaru et al., 2010), ChR2 shares
some structural properties (Feldbauer et al., 2009). Point mutations were also used in
attempts to increase the temporal fidelity of ChR2. The structure of BR inspired the
mutation of a glutamic acid residue at position 123 to threonine or alanine, which reduced
desensitization of the opsin and destabilized the active form of retinal (Gunaydin et al.,
2010). The resulting opsin had a stimulation fidelity up to 200 Hz and larger photocurrents
than the original ChR2-H134R (Gunaydin et al., 2010). The rhodopsin was named ChETA,
(from ChR2-E123T accelerated) and was first characterized in the cortical tissue of
parvalbumin-Cre(PV-Cre) mice (Gunaydin et al., 2010).
While the engineering of ChETA allowed ultrafast control of neuronal spiking,
ChR2 was modified to produce more subtle functions, as well. In order to examine the
results of altered excitability, a much slower form of ChR2 was created. The cysteine
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residue at position 128 in ChR2 was mutated to serine, alanine, or threonine; the resulting
opsin had a dramatic increase in the stabilization of the active form of retinal (Berndt et al.,
2009). The functional consequence was a prolonged inactivation time constant to 10s of
seconds, allowing a single 10-ms pulse of blue light to slightly depolarize the neuron for
an extended period of time (Berndt et al., 2009). These were named step-function opsins
(SFOs) and could be subsequently deactivated by a pulse of yellow light, allowing binary
control of membrane depolarization (Berndt et al., 2009). The next-generation SFOs
substituted an aspartic acid with an alanine at position 156, further extending the
inactivation time constant up to about 8 minutes of depolarization in response to a single
light pulse (Bamann et al., 2010); a subsequent modification of the cysteine at position 128
further increased this time to 30 minutes of prolonged activity (Yizhar et al., 2011).
Simultaneously to the development of these precision optical excitation tools, inhibitory
counterparts were being produced as well.
Neural Silencing by Microbial Opsins
While precise optical stimulation of neurons is highly informative, there is still
much knowledge to be gained when a specific neuron type is silenced within a region.
Opsins with potential inhibitory uses in heterologous systems were well known before the
discovery of Channelrhodopsin; bacteriorhodopsin (BR) and halorhodopsin (HR) were
identified many years before ChRs in the archaeon Halobacterium salinarum (Oesterhelt
and Stoeckenius, 1971, 1973). BR pumps protons out of cells in response to green light,
while HR pumps chloride inward in response to orange light. BR were used successfully
in eukaryotic cells (Hildebrandt et al., 1989, 1993; Nagel et al., 1995), but changes in pH
were problematic. Finding an appropriate halorhodopsin for eukaryotes was more difficult,
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as it seems that most HRs work best in very high salinity environments; however, one HR
from Natronomonas pharaonis (NpHR) functioned best in chloride concentrations suitable
for the mammalian brain (Okuno et al., 1999). After codon-optimization the NpHR gene
was successfully used to silence neural activity in cultured hippocampal neurons (Han and
Boyden, 2007). NpHR was not without problems; it has low current amplitude, and may
persist in its inactive conformational requiring many minutes to recover (Bamberg et al.,
1993; Chow et al., 2010; Hegemann et al., 1985). Multiple modifications would be
necessary to increase the utility of NpHR.
Important optimizations were made to assist membrane-trafficking of NpHR.
Endoplasmic reticulum export motifs made to NpHR helped increase its expression to high,
but also safe levels (Gradinaru et al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2008). Additional subcellular
trafficking optimizations resulted in the third generation ER-trafficking enhanced NpHR
(eNpHR3.0). eNpHR3.0 was used successfully to hyperpolarize transduced neurons with
yellow light and to alter behavior (Tye et al., 2011; Witten et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2007).
Unlike ChR2, NpHR is a true pump and requires light to proceed through all stages of its
photocycle, therefore constant illumination is required, as opposed to the brief pulses used
for ChR2. While the chloride pumping activity of NpHR led to successful neuroscientific
developments, the microbial proton pumps were also being developed.
The proton pumps investigated for use in neural silencing include enhanced
bacteriorhodopsin (eBR), a proton pump from Leptosphaeria maculans (Mac), and
archaerhodopsin-3 from Halorubrum sodomense (Arch) (Chow et al., 2010; Gradinaru et
al., 2010). There were concerns, though, about the tolerability of these proton pumps and
the confound that an increase in protons in the extracellular space may exert effects that
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would be mistakenly attributed to neural silencing (Gradinaru et al., 2010); additionally,
Arch would accumulate intracellularly and not traffic to the membrane (Mattis et al., 2012).
To alleviate this, the sequence for Arch was further modified, using the same subcellular
trafficking modifications that had been used on eNpHR; the resulting Arch3.0 no longer
had this accumulation problem, and the increased membrane localization increased the
overall photocurrent induced by Arch3.0 activation (Mattis et al., 2012). For optical
inhibition, both eNpHR3.0 and Arch3.0 exhibit fast kinetics and similar magnitude
photocurrents, however Arch3.0 is slightly faster than eNpHR3.0, but since most optical
inhibition paradigms are persistent activation, this difference is negligible (Mattis et al.,
2012).
Numerous tools exist for both neural excitation and inhibition, with more in
development; the neuroscientist’s toolbox is growing in sophistication and allows a greater
precision that previously possible.
Red-Shifted Opsins
While the optogenetic toolbox of ChR2 and its variants, as well as eNpHR3.0 and
the proton pump alternatives are very powerful, there are limitations imposed by their
spectra of activation. For example, while ChR2 and eNpHR have been used in combination
successfully before (Han and Boyden, 2007), the spectra of the inhibitory pumps overlap
with that of the excitatory opsins (Mattis et al., 2012). Additionally, the ability to
differentially stimulate two distinct neuron populations within the same region is limited
by the inability to target one excitatory opsin over another. Additionally, the proliferation
of in vivo imaging using genetically encoded calcium indicators has increased this demand,
since the current opsins’ spectra overlap with the tools for visualization (Hires et al., 2008;
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Zhang and Oertner, 2007). Therefore, development of optogenetic tools with different
activation spectra has been highly pursued.
There are numerous advantages to creating opsins with red-shifted activation
spectra. First, red-shifted opsins avoid the pitfalls of overlapping spectra as described
above. Second, red light penetrates farther into tissue than blue or green light, further
increasing the volume of stimulated tissue.
A red-light activated opsin, homologous to ChR2 and also a cation channel, was
identified in Volvox carteri (VChR1) (Zhang et al., 2008). Unfortunately, this opsin has
low expression in mammals and therefore small photocurrents. To address this, Yizhar
combined a chimera of the first 2.5 helices of ChR1 and the last 4.5 helices from VChR1.
The resulting chimera opsin is called C1V1 and has been used successfully in freely
moving mice (Yizhar et al., 2011). C1V1 is also better suited for use with genetically
encoded calcium indicators such as GCAMP (Hires et al., 2008; Zhang and Oertner, 2007).

Cell-Type Specific Opsin Expression
There are a number of different ways that specific cell populations can be targeted
using optogenetics. Viruses are frequently used, in part thanks to their high infection rates
and versatility. Specificity may be obtained by using specific promoters sequences within
the viral vector that are only expressed in the target cell-type, as used in many early
optogenetic papers (Bi et al., 2006; Boyden et al., 2005; Ishizuka et al., 2006). However,
the limitations of the carrying capacity of viruses is problematic because promoters must
be fairly small (<4kb) (Dong et al., 1996), which dramatically limits the targetable cell type
specific promoters.
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A popular alternative to this limitation, and one used extensively in this dissertation,
is to take advantage of the Cre-loxP system and FLEX switches (Atasoy et al., 2008;
Kuhlman and Huang, 2008; Tsai et al., 2009).

Cre recombinase is a site-specific

recombinase that is originally found in the bacteriophage P1 genome (Marshall Stark et al.,
1992)and acts on specific sequences called loxP sites (locus of crossover in P1) (Hoess et
al., 1982). Cre irreversibly recombines DNA using a sequence of strand cleavage,
exchange, and ligation (Sadowski, 1995). There are multiple sequences that Cre
recombinase acts on, including loxP, and lox2272; these sites are incompatible, such that
recombination only occurs between a pair of identical lox sites (Lee and Saito, 1998).
Researchers have used these properties to create a FLEX (“flip excision”) switch, a short
sequence (~300bp) (Dong et al., 1996) containing two pairs of heterotypic lox sites
flanking the inverted sequence for the target recombination (Schnütgen et al., 2003). The
result of cre recombination with a FLEX switch is the inversion of the flanked sequence,
and excision of one pair of heterotypic lox sites (one from each pair), thus allowing
expression of the recombined gene and preventing further recombination (Schnütgen et al.,
2003). An alternative and more descriptive name for FLEX is DIO (double floxed inverse
open reading frame). Optogenetic viral vectors typically use loxP and lox2272 sites, due to
their efficient and exclusive recombination (Lee and Saito, 1998). Using a FLEX switch
allows researchers to circumvent the limited carrying capacity of viral vectors by using a
Cre expressing mouse line. Since specificity is achieved by selectively recombining Cre
recombinase into the genome under a promoter that is selectively expressed in the cellular
population of interest, limited carrying capacity of viral vectors is circumvented; the vector
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only needs a short ubiquitously expressed promoter and the target gene flanked by
heterotypic lox sites (floxed) (Chapellier et al., 2002; Schnütgen et al., 2003).
The first Cre-inducible Chr2-expressing vector was successfully used in transgenic
Cre-expressing mouse lines in 2008 (Atasoy et al., 2008). Here, a recombinant adenoassociated virus (rAAV) serotype 2/1, an efficient viral vector for with high expression
levels (Bartlett et al., 2000) was utilized. The authors verified that the rAAV2/1-DIOChR2mCherry-Cre did not have background expression and that stimulation of axon
terminals was sufficient, enabling ChR2-assisted circuit mapping and even more precisely
targeted studies. While the first neuronal use of ChR2 used a lentiviral vector (Boyden et
al., 2005), optogenetic adeno-associated viruses (AAV) became more commonly used,
once generated. While lentiviruses have a larger carrying capacity than AAVs, 6-8 kb vs
4kb, respectively, they have many disadvantages. Lentiviruses have slow expression, low
titers, and are pathogenic for humans. AAVs are expressed much faster, are easily made in
high titers, and are noninfectious. AAVs with FLEX switches are widely used, as they
circumvent the limited carrying capacity of AAVs while retaining their benefits.
Alternatively, transgenic mouse lines have been used with the opsin incorporated
into its genome (Arenkiel et al., 2007; Hägglund et al., 2010; Kätzel et al., 2011), however
this raises the concern of ectopic expression due to changes in promoter expression
throughout development. Virally-mediated targeted recombination avoids this confound,
and the large variety of Cre-expressing mouse lines makes targeting specific neuron types
much easier and far less costly than generating ChR2-expressing transgenic lines for each
target neuron type.
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III General Experimental Procedures
Animal Subjects
All experiments were conducted in accordance to the United States National
Research Council Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and were approved
by the University of Maryland School of Medicine Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee.

Cre Driver Lines
Genetically engineered mouse lines expressing Cre recombinase under cell-type
specific promoters were used for all experiments.
Cre-LoxP Recombination
Cre-Lox recombination takes advantage of components of gene expression found
in bacteriophage P1, the Cre recombinase enzyme and its short target sequence called the
LoxP sequence (Hoess et al., 1982). Cre-LoxP recombination is an effective genetic tool
due to the independence of Cre recombinase, which does not require additional support
components, and due to small size of the LoxP sequence, making it highly efficient for
genetic constructs. Cre recombinase will recombine constructs flanked by LoxP (flox)
sequences. Identification of additional variants of the loxP sequence allowed for greater
control and increased stability of recombination at lox sites (Missirlis et al., 2006).
Flanking a construct with two incompatible Lox sequences such as LoxP and Lox2722 as
in our Channelrhodopsin (ChR2) virus will reverse the flanked sequence and will excise
one lox site of each pair (Figure III-1) thus preventing further recombination (Deisseroth
et al., 2006). This allows cell-type specific expression by using mice genetically engineered
to express Cre under cell-type specific promoters. The sequence coding originally inserted
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backwards to prevent expression of the ChR2-EYFP construct, will be oriented in the
proper direction following recombination by Cre allowing expression of the construct only
in neurons expressing Cre, and the loss of the two lox sites will prevent further
recombination (Deisseroth et al., 2006).

Figure III-1: Cre-Lox recombination combined with double-floxed inverted open (DIO)
reading frames allows cell-type specific expression.
The Cre-LoxP system is an powerful tool for neuroscientists. Taking advantage of Cre recombinase’s
minimalist requirements and machinery and the small lox sequences it acts on allows cell-type specificity
with efficient use of the carrying capacity of viral vectors. Using a vector in which the genetic construct of
interest is inverted prevents expression in most cells. The sequence of interest is flanked by two
incompatible loxP sites. Inversion of the sequence to its correct direction is only accomplished in the
presence of Cre recombinase, and one of each type of lox site is removed, preventing any further
recombination of the gene. Mouse lines expressing Cre recombinase under cell-type specific promoters
therefore allow the use of DIO viral vectors to target specific neuronal populations.

ChAT-Cre Mice
B6;129S6-Chattm2(cre)Lowl/J mice have a targeted insertion of the gene for Cre
recombinase under the promotor for choline acetyltransferase (ChAT); they shall be
referred to as ChAT-Cre mice herein. To generate the strain, a vector targeted to the
endogenous ChAT gene containing the endogenous gene as well as the gene for Cre
recombinase. The two sequences are separated by an internal ribosomal entry site (IRES),
which allows for simultaneous expression of both genes from a single promotor. The
vector containing this sequence was electroporated into embryonic stem cells from
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129S6/SvEvTac mice, which were injected into a C57BL/6 embryo. The resulting chimeric
ChAT-Cre mice were bred with C57BL/6 mice to generate the final knock-in mice. The
strain was developed by Dr. Bradford Lowell at the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center
at Harvard University (Rossi et al., 2011).
For our experiments, foundational ChAT-Cre breeder mice were acquired from the
Jackson Laboratory (JAX). Male and female homozygous ChAT-Cre mice were bred inhouse. All experimental mice are homozygous ChAT-Cre males from our colony. JAX
reports that all ChAT+ neurons express the transgene and no changes in expression of
endogenous ChAT.
Generation of ChAT-Cre CB1 Flox Mice
ChAT-Cre mice were used to generate a conditional knockout of the CB1 receptor
(CB1R) from cholinergic neurons (Figure III-2). First, CB1f/f were obtained from the
Fisher’s Lane Animal Center maintained by the NIAAA-NIH. CB1f/f mice have the
endogenous CNR1 gene, which encodes CB1R, replaced with a version with exon 2
flanked on both sides by one pair of lox sites (Marsicano et al., 2002). Next, homozygous
ChAT-Cre mice were mated with C57BL/6J mice to generate heterozygous ChAT-Cre
mice (ChAT+/cre). ChAT+/cre mice were then mated with CB1f/f , resulting in a 1:1 ratio of
ChAT+/cre CB1+/f : ChAT

+/+

CB1+/f pups. The generated ChAT+/creCB1+/f were crossed

with CB1f/f, resulting in a 1:1:1:1 ratio of pup the following genotypes: ChAT +/+CB1+/f :
ChAT+/creCB1+/f : ChAT+/+CB1f/f : ChAT+/CreCB1f/f. This mating scheme continued in
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Figure III-2: Breeding Scheme for Generation of ChAT-Cre CB1 flox mice.
Homozygous Chat-Cre mice were mated with C57Bl/6J mice to generate heterozygous
ChAT-Cre mice (ChAT+/cre). ChAT+/cre mice were then mated with CB1flox/flox, resulting
in a 1:1 ratio of ChAT+/creCB1+/flox : ChAT+/+CB1+/flox pups. The generated
ChAT+/creCB1+/flox were crossed with the CB1flox/flox, resulting in a 1:1:1:1 ratio of the
following genotypes: ChAT+/+CB1+/flox : ChAT+/creCB1+/flox : ChAT+/+CB1flox/flox :
ChAT+/creCB1flox/flox. This mating scheme was continued in perpetuity, as both required
breeder genotypes (ChAT+/creCB1+/flox and CB1flox/flox) are produced via this mating
scheme. ChAT+/creCB1flox/flox were used as experimental mice and are referred to as
ChAT-Cre CB1 Flox herein.

perpetuity, as both required breeder genotypes (ChAT+/CreCB1+/f and CB1f/f) are produced
via this mating scheme. ChAT+/Cre CB1f/f were used as experimental mice and are referred
to as ChAT-Cre CB1 KO herein.
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PV-Cre Mice
B6;129P2-Pvalbtm1(cre)Arbr/J mice have a targeted insertion of the gene for Cre
recombinase under the promotor and enhancer elements for parvalbumin (PV), and shall
be referred to as PV-Cre mice herein. To generate the strain, a vector targeted to the
endogenous parvalbumin promoter containing the endogenous gene as well as the gene for
Cre recombinase. The two sequences are separated by an internal ribosomal entry site
(IRES), which allows for simultaneous expression of both genes from a single promotor.
The vector containing this sequence was electroporated into embryonic stem cells derived
from 129P2/OlaHsd mice, which were injected into a C57BL/6 embryo. The resulting
chimeric PV-Cre mice were bred with C57BL/6 mice to generate the final knock-in mice.
The strain was developed by Dr. Silvia Arber at the Friedrich Miescher Institute
(Hippenmeyer et al., 2005).
For our experiments, foundational PV-Cre breeder mice were acquired from the
Jackson Laboratory (JAX). Male and female homozygous PV-Cre mice were bred inhouse. All experimental mice are homozygous PV-Cre males from our colony. JAX
reports that 90% of parvalbumin neurons express cre, with no disruption of endogenous
PV expression. Both breeders and experimental mice are homozygous.

Optogenetic Equipment
Light Sources
A 473 nm class IIIb laser was acquired (MBL-III-473, PSU-III-LED power supply,
OptoEngine, Midvale, UT). The maximum light output is 150 mW is adjustable by the
power supply. The laser is attached to an optical coupler containing an adjustable lens,
also from OptoEngine (fiber collimator with FC ending). A second laser was acquired from
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Shanghai Lasers and Optical Century, Co. (SLOC, Shanghai, China) that had the same
specifications as the other last but a different fiber coupler (FCR-100-PC, SLOC, Shanghai,
China). The two lasers were used interchangeably. The optical coupler is adjusted to align
the laser beam with the optical fiber to achieve total internal reflection, thus propagating
the light through the length of the fiber. The light intensity used in behaving animals was
~10 mW into the brain tissue.
Patch Chords
Patch chords attach the light source to its target optical fiber implant and are made
in-house. Patch chords are used for implant testing and for mice with unilateral implants.
A 0.48 numerical aperture (NA) optical fiber with a core diameter of 200 µm and a cladding
diameter of 230 µm (HUV 200/230T48, CeramOptec Industries, Inc., East Longmeadow,
MA) is covered with furcation tubing (FF9-250-AQU-100 900 µm outer diameter,
Precision Fiber Products, Inc.; Milpitas, CA). Both ends are stripped (adjustable stripping
tool AFS900. ThorLabs. Newton, NJ) and connectors are attached; the laser-attached end
has a metal FC ending (MM-CON2004-230, Precision Fiber Products,) attached, allowing
the chord to be physically attached to the optical coupler. The other end of the patch chord
has a ceramic ferrule ending with an inner diameter of 235 µm (FZI-LC-235, Kientec
Systems, Inc., Stuart, FL). Both the FC ending and ferrule are attached pre-filling the inner
channel of the connectors with heat-cured epoxy (Epoxy 353ND, Precision Fiber
Products). The stripped fibers are inserted into the connectors and heated until the epoxy
blackens. The ferrules connect to the patch chords via a sleeve with a 1.25 mm inner
diameter (SM-CS25S, Precision Fiber Products, Inc.) in which the implant’s and patch
chord’s fibers meet.
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Splitters
Optical fiber splitters divide laser output into two even beams. One side has a single
fiber (125 µm core) that is attached to the laser coupler via a metal FC (fiber connector),
the single fiber enters a metallic junction, in which the fiber is cleaved and mated with two
smaller fibers (62.5 µm) internally, which exit the other side of the junction and are not
connected

to

each

other.

Bare

optical

fiber

splitters

(MMC28550122C,

FiberOptics4Sale.com, Fremont, CA) are covered with furcation tubing and then the
connectors are attached. The FC ending (MM-CON2004-127, Precision Fiber Products) is
affixed to the singular 125 µm core fiber, and ceramic ferrules (MM-FER2007C-1260,
Precision Fiber Products) are affixed to both 62.5 µm fibers at the distal end. As with the
patch chords, this is accomplished by using heat-cured epoxy.
Bare Optical Fibers
For anesthetized experiments, a spool of 0.37 NA 200 µm fiber (BFL37-200,
ThorLabs) was purchased with an FC ending pre-attached. The other end of the fiber was
bare. The outer coating of the fiber is removed with an optical fiber stripper (adjustable
stripping tool AFS900 from ThorLabs) and is cleaned with ethanol before insertion into a
mouse.
Fiber Implants
For behavioral experiments, implantable optical fiber stubs are fashioned in-house.
Briefly, 0.48 NA 200/230 optical fiber are first stripped and then cut into small segments.
One end is then affixed with a ceramic ferrule (235 µm ID, as above) and polished. The
bare optical fiber is then cleaved with a ruby scribe (Model s90R, ThorLabs) to the required
length. The length of exposed fiber is determined by the depth of the brain region targeted,
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combined with ~2mm excess, which accounts for the skull and a portion of fiber left
exposed between the skull and the ferrule. After cleavage, the fiber is connected to a laser
via a patch chord. The quality of the cut is judged by the circular shape of light output, and
any misshapen fibers are discarded. The percent transmittance (%T) of the implant is
calculated using an optical power meter (two models used, the PM20A and the
PM100D+S130C Probe, ThorLabs). First, light intensity from the tip of the patch chord is
measured, then the implant is connected to that chord, and the output from the implant is
recorded. The %T is calculated as the light intensity from the tip of the implant, divided by
the intensity from the patch chord, multiplied by 100. Any optical fibers with less than 75
%T are discarded. For detailed directions, see Sparta et al., 2012.

Opsins
Viral vectors containing the optogenetic sequences are purchased from the
University of North Carolina’s Vector Core, with permission from Karl Deisseroth. The
experiments in this dissertation all use an adeno-associated virus (serotype 5) containing a
double inverted open reading frame with the ChR2(h134R)-EYFP construct (AAV-EF1aDIO-hChR2(H134R)-EYFP-WRE-pA). The virus is aliquoted upon arrival and stored in a
-80 °C freezer. Upon thawing, the virus is put on ice during use and stored in a 4 °C
refrigerator; any unused virus is discarded after 5 days.

Survival Surgeries
For all survival surgeries, adult mice (>p70) are anesthetized with isoflurane via an
E-Z Anesthesia brand vaporizer (E-Z Anesthesia, Palmer, PA). All surgical procedures are
approved by the University of Maryland, Baltimore IACUC committee. Following surgery,
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the mice are allowed to recover for varying durations, depending on the surgery performed
(see below for details).
Viral Transduction
Virus is infused into the mouse brain using a graduated pipette and a microinfusion
pump. The pipettes (Wiretrol 1-5 µl pipettes with plunger, from Drummond Scientific,
Broomall, PA) are pulled to a taper and cut so the opening is 30-70 µm. A plunger is coated
with mineral oil and then inserted into a pipette back-filled with ~1cm of mineral oil. The
pipette and plunger are inserted into a Micro4 microinfusion pump (UMC4 controller,
UMP3 pump, World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL) via a modified microelectrode
holder (MPH6S, portion of Lauer Lock sawed off to allow electrode to fit, World Precision
Instruments, Inc.). The pump is mounted to the stereotaxic arm and is then filled with
thawed virus. The pipette is slowly lowered into the brain ~1mm/min and then allowed to
sit for 5 minutes. The virus is then slowly infused into the brain at a rate of 100 nl/min. The
volume of virus infused in each site is 500 nl mice, unless otherwise noted. Five minutes
after the infusion finishes the pipette is removed. The pipette is then retracted very slowly
from the brain (.1 mm/min for the first 0.5mm, then 0.3 mm/min for remaining distance).
The pipette is quickly tested to ensure it is not clogged and is then inserted in the
contralateral hemisphere and the infusion protocol is repeated.
Mice destined for in vitro experiments had their scalp sutured closed (Vicryl sutures
with a 7-0 needle, Ethicon, Somerville, NJ) and recovered for 3-6 weeks to allow for
optimal virus expression. Mice destined for in vivo experiments then received an optical
fiber implant, as described below.
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Fiber Implantation
Optical fiber implants are inserted into a stereotaxic probe holder attachment (probe
shaft clip, CMA8309003, Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA). Implants are cleaned with
ethanol wipes and allowed to dry. The implants are slowly lowered into the brain 0.4 mm
dorsal to the viral infusion. Once at the proper depth, the optical fibers are cemented in
place (Industrial Grade Grip Cement, powder #675571, liquid #675572, Dentsply, York,
OA) with some of the fiber below the ferrule still exposed. Once the first cement layer
dries, the ferrules of the implant are tilted laterally. This bends the fiber and places
additional distance between contralateral ferrules, allowing simultaneous use. The
remaining optical fiber is cemented, as well as 1/3 -1/2 of the implants’ ferrules. Upon
completion, the exposed ferrules are capped and the animal is removed from the stereotaxic
apparatus and place into a clean cage.

Operant Behavior
Food Restriction
For food-rewarded behaviors, mice were food restricted to 85% of their initial body
weight. Mice are weighed daily and provided sufficient food each day to reach and
maintain their restricted body weight. Food restriction enhances motivation and task
performance
Habituation and Apparatus
Two – three days prior to the start of training, ~15 sucrose reward pellets (Dustless
Precision Pellets, 14mg, Rodent Purified Diet, Bio-Serv, Flemington, NJ) were dispersed
into the mouse’s home cage. The mouse discovers the pellets while foraging; this
preemptive exposure prevents neophobia of the reward. Before training begins, mice
received two habituation sessions. For the first habituation session, the mouse is inserted
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into the inactive operant chamber without any cues or operands present. The mouse is
removed from the chamber after 20 minutes and returned to its home cage. For the second
habituation session, the mouse is inserted into the chamber with the operant training
program running, however no effort is made by the experimenter to promote operant
responding. After 20 minutes, the mouse is removed and returned to its home cage.
The operant chamber is an “Extra Wide Modular Test Chamber for mouse”
(MedAssociates, St. Albans, VT) and the inner chamber is 8.5” L x 7.0” W x 5.0” H. Two
opposite-facing sides of the chamber are clear polycarbonate, while the other two are
stainless steel guide rails with operant instruments inserted. For all behaviors, the chamber
was constructed such that one wall contained a centrally located food receptacle, into which
reward pellets are delivered. The food receptacle is flanked on both sides by retractable
levers with a stationary cue light above each lever. On the opposite wall of the chamber
are two speakers for white noise and a tone, located laterally. In the center of the wall is
house light that provides illumination of the chamber. An acrylic cap is placed on top of
the chamber so that mice do no escape. The top of acrylic cap is open to accommodate
cables and fibers.
Operant Behavior Training
The operant chamber is cleaned with disinfectant prior to the mouse’s entry. For
the first session, 1-2 reward pellets are placed in the receptacle before the mouse enters.
Additionally, one pellet is crushed and sprinkled onto the lever. Once the mouse has
entered the chamber, the door of the surrounding sound-attenuating faraday cage is closed
and the session begins. After a few minutes pass and the mouse discovers reward pellets
waiting in the receptacle, the experimenter begins shaping the mouse’s behavior. A
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keyboard command is programmed into the behavior software that allows the experimenter
to trigger the lever press and initiate the sequence of reward-paired events. To help the
mouse acquire the task more readily, the experimenter triggers the reward events to
encourage advancements in the mouse’s behavior, but the criterion for each subsequent
experimenter-triggered reward requires advancement towards the operant response. For
example, the experiment would first reward exploration of the reward receptacle.
Subsequently, the mouse must move towards the active lever. Next, the mouse must be in
close proximity and looking at the lever. Each subsequent reward promotes task-relevant
behavior. The experimenter grants no more than 10 “free” rewards per training session.
An exception may be made if a mouse has undergone repeated training sessions and has
stopped progressing in his understanding of the task
Fixed Ratio 1, Time Out 10 s Task
During a fixed ratio of 1 (FR1) task, one press of the active lever grants one reward.
This criterion remains the same throughout the session, making this a fixed ratio of one
response to one reward. The mouse is inserted into the chamber and the session starts. The
house light and white noise turn on, the levers are extended, and the cue light above the
reward-granting lever (active lever) is turned on. When the active lever is pressed, one
sucrose pellet is delivered, and a 10 sec time out (TO10) period begins in which both levers
withdraw, the cue light turns off, white noise and house light turn off. A tone starts at the
beginning of the time out/reward delivery and persists until the 10 sec time out ends, at
which point the tone turns off, the levers extend, and the cue light, house light, and white
noise turn back on. For non-recording days, the session ends at 30 minutes, or after 30
rewards are received. For sessions with in vivo electrophysiology recordings, both caps are
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doubled to 60 minutes or 60 rewards. Once the session ends, all cues/lights/sounds turn off
and the levers retract. The mouse is then returned to its home cage.
Variable Time Out Task
A FR1 variable time out task (VTO) is identical to the FR1 TO10 tasks described
above, except for the duration of the time out period and the session duration. The time out
for VTO is randomly chosen from a predefined list of times (30-60”) for each lever press.
To accommodate the increased delay between rewards, the session duration is doubled to
60 minutes. A variable time out prevents the mouse from internally tracking the time out,
and preparing to press before the lever is extended. This provides a better assessment of
the mouse’s ability to redirect their attention.
Progressive Ratio
A progressive ratio task is similar to the FR1 TO10 task, except that instead the
ratio of responses required for one reward increases exponentially with each successive
reward. The session either ends after a total of 120 minutes or after more than 20 minutes
has elapsed since the last reward. The last-rewarded ratio before the session ends is called
the break point. Alterations in break points are a metric of motivation.
The specific sequence of required presses per subsequent rewards is as follows:
1,2,4,6,9,12,15,20,25,32,40,50,62,77,95,118,145,178,219,268,328,402,492,603,737,901,1
102,1347,1646,2012,2459,3004,3670,4484,5478,6692,8175,9986,12198.
Real Time Place Preference
Real time place preference (RTPP) is a four consecutive day-long behavioral
protocol. The place preference arena (ANY-Maze Mouse place preference box, Stoelting,
Wood Dale, IL) is a 3 chamber apparatus, with two large chambers (18 cm L x 20 cm W x
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35 cm H), connected by a smaller antechamber (10 cm L x 20 cm W x 35 cm H). The two
larger chambers are differentiated by the presence or absence of white geometric shapes
on the black walls of the chamber (referred to as shapes or black chamber, respectively).
Day 1 is the pretest day. Mice are place into the antechamber of the arena. The mouse is
tracked via an IR camera connected to tracking software (Ethovision XT9, Noldus,
Leesburg, VA). After 20 minutes, the session ends and the mouse is removed. The time
spent in each chamber is analyzed and a difference score is computed. The difference score
is the total time spent in the black chamber subtracted from the total time spent in the
shapes chamber. Therefore, a positive value would represent more time spent in the shapes
chamber vs the black chamber. Mice are assigned a stimulation-paired chamber based upon
the difference scores of the pretest. The assignment of each mouse is counterbalanced such
that no chamber had a baseline preference or aversion compared to the other chamber.
On stimulation day 1, the mouse’s fiber implants are connected to a laser via a
splitter. The light intensity is adjusted based upon the %T so that ~10 mW is delivered into
the brain. The mice are inserted into the antechamber and the session begins. The tracking
software triggers the laser stimulation whenever the mouse is in the stimulation-assigned
chamber. The Ethovision software triggers the stimulation and determines its duration, but
the stimulation frequency is controlled by an Arduino board (Arduino Duemilanove w/
ATmega168, SmartProjects, Italy) that receives input from the Ethovision I/O box and
outputs the frequency to the laser. The stimulation frequency varies by experiment and is
specified in the respective chapters. Stimulation day 1 ends after 30 minutes. Stimulation
day 2 follows the same protocol as Stimulation day 1.
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Finally, the posttest day is the same as the pretest session. It is 20 minutes long and
the mice are not stimulated or tethered. The difference scores are compared across days.
The difference scores on stimulation day 1 and 2 represent the “real time” place preference,
since stimulation was actively occurring, whereas the posttest difference score represents
the traditional “conditioned” place preference. Other measures tested are locomotor
measures, and average duration per entry.
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IV The Role of Cholinergic Interneurons in Accumbal Dopamine
Release and Reinforcement
Introduction
A complementary relationship between acetylcholine (ACh) and dopamine (DA)
release in the striatum has been suspected since the 19th century. The first evidence for this
relationship appeared in relation to Parkinson’s disease, in which there is a progressive loss
of dopaminergic neurons (DANs) from the substantia nigra pars compacta. The disease is
characterized by motor deficits such as, bradykinesia, muscle rigidity, and postural
instability. Dr. Jean-Martin Charcot discovered that treating Parkinson’s patients with an
anticholinergic agent alleviated some of the symptoms. In the following years, L-DOPA,
the precursor to DA synthesis, was identified as a potential new treatment to compensate
for DA depletion by the collaborative efforts of a Oleh Hornykiewicz and Walther
Birkmayer (Fahn, 2015). However, the viability promoting DA production via L-DOPA
as true alternative to anticholinergic treatments was not supported by clinical evidence until
the work of Dr. Cotzias (Cotzias et al., 1967, 1969). Since blocking cholinergic
transmission prevented the loss of DAergic neurons, the implication was that striatal
acetylcholine and dopamine levels existed in a state of allostasis. It was not until the second
half of the 20th century that the nature of this relationship and its functional significance in
a preclinical setting was explored.
The primary source of ACh in the striatum is cholinergic interneurons (CINs)
(Ding et al., 2010; Goldberg et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2006), and a second major source
was recently found in the caudal pedunculopontine nucleus and laterodorsal tegmental
nucleus (Dautan et al., 2014). As discussed previously, CINs in the NAc are a sparse, but
influential neuronal population of the NAc, despite comprising only 1-2% of the resident
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neurons (Bolam et al., 1984; Kemp and Powell, 1971; Phelps et al., 1985). Each CIN has
a dendritic arbor extending 1 mm in diameter, and forms a diffuse neurotransmission
system (Descarries and Mechawar, 2000b; Descarries et al., 1997). Electrophysiological
evidence suggests that cholinergic signaling is intimately tied to DAN activity (Exley et
al., 2008, 2011, 2012; Rice and Cragg, 2004; Threlfell et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2009;
Zhou et al., 2001).
In vivo extracellular single-unit recordings in the primate striatum unveiled two
distinct classes of neurons, based on firing patterns, phasically active neurons (PAN) and
tonically active neurons (TAN). PANs are generally silent with brief periods of activity
that are correlated with behavior. PANs are putative MSNs, although a small portion of
GABAergic interneurons may also be present in this group (Inokawa et al., 2010). TANs,
in contrast, exhibit tonic activity at 2-10 Hz (Kimura et al., 1984), and respond to rewardrelated sensory stimuli with brief periods of silence. These silent periods are sometimes
preceded by and terminate with a brief burst of activity (Aosaki et al., 1994a). Moreover,
this pattern of TAN activity, referred to herein as the pause response, correlates with
reward-associated environmental stimuli and develops as the animal learns stimulusreward associations (Aosaki et al., 1994a). TANs are putative CINs and this overlapping
classification is supported by indirect evidence including compartmentalized localization,
density, firing patterns, and estimated soma size (Aosaki et al., 1995). TAN/CIN activity
is very similar to, and coincident with, that of VTA DANs (Morris et al., 2004). Not only
do both neurons possess reward-associated activity, both shift their responses to follow the
animal’s learning of new reward-predicting cues (Aosaki et al., 1994a; Apicella et al.,
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1991; Mirenowicz and Schultz, 1996; Nakahara et al., 2004; Roesch et al., 2007; Schultz,
2007a).
Acetylcholine has a complex role in DA release. Both exogenous acetylcholine and
nicotinic receptor agonists enhance DA release in striatal slices and anesthetized animals
(Giorguieff et al., 1976; Zhang and Sulzer, 2004). Antagonizing nAchRs and depletion of
Ach decreases evoked DA by as much as 90% (Threlfell et al., 2010; Zhang and Sulzer,
2004; Zhou et al., 2001). However, this relationship is non-linear, as nAChR
desensitization or antagonism decreases DA evoked by single pulses, but enhances DA
release by bursts of activity (Exley and Cragg, 2008; Rice and Cragg, 2004; Threlfell et
al., 2010; Zhang and Sulzer, 2004). While these results elucidate the effects of
pharmacological activation of ACh receptors on electrically-evoked DA release, the effect
of endogenous acetylcholine released from CIN activation remains unclear.

Hypothesis & Aims
The goal of this chapter is to test the hypothesis that CIN-activity enhances DA
release in the NAc in vivo and promotes behavioral reinforcement.
First, to test the prediction that CIN-firing modulates DA release, CINs will be
optogenetically stimulated while recording DA release using anesthetized in vivo fast-scan
cyclic voltammetry (FSCV). Second, to test the prediction that CIN-activation enhances
reward-related behaviors, mice will receive selective stimulation of their accumbal CINs
during multiple behavioral paradigms.
Hypothesis: Cholinergic interneuron activity enhances release of dopamine in the
nucleus accumbens and promotes reinforcement.
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Specific Aim I: To test the prediction that selective excitation of CINs in
anesthetized ChAT-Cre mice will increase stimulation evoked DA concentration.
Specific Aim II: To test the prediction stimulation of CINs will evoke similar
reinforcement effects as other manipulations that increase NAc DA levels.

Methods
Animal Subjects
Single-housed ChAT-Cre mice were used for all experiments and were conducted
in accordance to the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and were approved
by the University of Maryland School of Medicine Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee.
Survival Surgeries
FSCV
Mice received viral infusions of 500 nl of AAV5-ChR2-mCherry unilateral into the
nucleus accumbens (+1.2 mm AP, ± 0.7 mm LM, -4.0 mm DV), and recovered for 4 weeks
before FSCV experiments in an anesthetized preparation.
Behavior
In order to selectively target CINs, ChAT-Cre mice received bilateral infusions of
500 nl of AAV5-DIO-ChR2-EYFP and bilateral optical fiber (OF) stub implants (+1.0 mm,
±1.5 mm. -4.0 mm). The implants were secured in place with dental cement. Mice
recovered for 4 weeks before undergoing the behavioral paradigms.
Fast-Scan Cyclic Voltammetry
Mice were anesthetized with urethane (1.5 g/kg, i.p.) and placed into a stereotaxic
apparatus. The pre-existing craniotomy used for viral infusion was used to guide the
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electrode into the brain. The carbon fiber electrode (CFE) is a 1.2mm x 0.68 mm glass
capillary tube (#602000, A-M Systems, Inc. , Sequim, WA) pulled to a taper around a 7
µm carbon fiber (#:C005722, Goodfellow Corporation, Corapolis, PA) and cut to 100 µm
in length. A reference electrode (Ag/AgCl) was inserted into the contralateral hemisphere
and cemented into place. An OF was inserted ipsilateral to the carbon fiber electrode (+1.2
mm AP, -1.9 mm, -3.2 mm at a 23° angle) and cemented in place. For these experiments,
a 0.22 numerical aperture (NA) 125µm optical fiber with ~5mm of the fiber stripped for
insertion into the brain. A bipolar stimulating electrode was inserted into the VTA (-3.0
mm AP, -0.4 mm LM). Both the CFE and stimulating electrode were lowered repeatedly
to identify accumbal sites with electrically evoked DA release. The CFE and reference
electrodes were connected via a headstage cable to the FSCV acquisition system. The CFE
was held at a potential of -0.4 V versus Ag/AgCl at baseline, and was ramped up to +1.3
V and back to -0.4 V in a triangular waveform at 400 v/s every 100 msec. Two interface
boards (National Instruments, Austin, TX) generated the scanning waveform and
monitored the measured current, which was controlled by Tarheel CV, a custom-design
LABVIEW (National Instruments, Austin, TX) routine. Electrical stimulation consisted of
60 biphasic pulses (2 msec, 300 A per phase) delivered at 60 Hz, with at least 3 minutes
between stimulation trains; to ensure the DA vesicular were not depleted.
For subsequent experiments, a fused optical-fiber-carbon-fiber-electrode (optrode)
was made by epoxying an OF implant to the barrel of the CFE, with the tip of the OF 0.2
mm shorter than the tip of the CF. The OF was constructed the same way as the OF stub
implants, except with several centimeters of stripped fiber (instead of 6mm). This allowed
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the OF to be epoxied along the entire length of the capillary tube, with the ferrule connector
extending freely beyond the tube to allow easy connectivity with the patch chord.
Calculation of Optical Fiber Illumination Properties
To compare the area of excitation of a multimodal optical fiber, the half angle of
divergence is first calculated on the NA of the fiber, and refraction index of tissue
1.36 (Aravanis et al., 2007) using:

=

(

= tan(

)

=

).

The half angle is then used to calculate the radius (r) of the light at a distance x
using,

and the radius is used the calculate the area of the circle illuminated at distance x.

Results
Specific Aim I: Effect of CIN Activity on Evoked Dopamine Release
In order to directly test the consequences of CIN activity on DA release, the ChATCre mice infected with AAV-ChR2 were injected with urethane, a terminal anesthetic that
has minimal effect on dopamine release. Craniotomies were drilled for the insertion of the
optical fiber and CFE in the NAc, as well as hole for a two-pronged bipolar stimulating
electrode into the VTA for electrical stimulation, and a reference hole distal from the
recording site. The optical fiber was lowered first and was secured in place with dental
cement at a depth of -3.2mm from brain surface.
Our initial goal was to stimulate the VTA to evoke DA release in the NAc, while
simultaneously optically stimulating the NAc directly. Due to technical limitations, this
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was not possible at the time. We instead first used electrical stimulation in the VTA
(biphasic, 60Hz, 60p, 300µa), while recording from our CFE in the NAc to find sites that
reliably released DA. We then switched to optical stimulation at various frequencies (10
Hz, 20 Hz, or prolonged single pulses with durations spanning several seconds). The most
readily detectable cholinergically-evoked DA release was evoked by a single 6-secondlong pulse (Figure IV-1B). Release reached a peak that was mostly sustained until cessation
of the stimulation. Release gradually returned to pre-stimulation levels. This was the first
evidence that CIN activity evokes DA release via terminal-terminal interactions with DA
projections in a way independent of DA cell body activity.
Following this initial success, we were unable to reproduce this effect consistently
(n=3 out of 12 mice exhibited this phenomenon), which we attributed to the low density of
CINs and the loss of optical power through brain tissue combined with the inability to
adjust the positioning of the optical fiber during the experiment. To address this, two
different methods were attempted Figure IV-1A). The first method (method A) was the
same as previously described, but the stimulating electrode was cemented in place once an
appropriate release site had been found. This allowed the optical fiber to be drivable during
the experiments, increasing our ability to try different optical stimulation sites. While this
gave us more freedom in positioning the OF, it was still difficult to ascertain the best
arrangement, since the CFE and OF were meeting at an angle. This also restricted the
number of sites in which the CFE and OF stimulation would be in the same plane. The
second method (method B) employed was to fuse the OF with the CFE. While this
guaranteed the OF and CFE were both oriented in the same plane, it eliminated the ability
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to adjust the spacing between the light source and CFE, and did not lead to additional
success.

Figure IV-1: In vivo fast-scan cyclic voltammetry recordings show CIN-evoked DA
release in anesthetized mice.
A) Two different configurations of optical fiber (OF) and carbon fiber microelectrode (CFE) positions
were used. In method A, the CFE was inserted directly into the nucleus accumbens (NAc), while the OF
was inserted at a 23 degree angle and fixed to the skull with dental cement. in method B, the OF was
attached to the CFE at a fixed distance (0.2mm) from the tip of the CFE and were lowered together into
the NAc. B) Color depicting the voltammetric data with time on the x-axis, applied scan potential (Eapp)
on the y-axis and background subtraced faradaic current shown on the z-axis in psuedocolor. C)
Concentration trace for dopamine release triggered by a 7 sec sustained pulse of optical stimulation of the
NAc. Representative trace shows concentration of dopamine (nM) over time in response in response to
optical stimulation (indicated by the blue line). Inset shows characteristic dopamine cyclic
voltammogram.
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Due to the inconsistency in reproducing the in vivo effect, we could not confidently
make a conclusion regarding our hypothesis. This led us to collaborate with Dr. Lovinger
and Dr. Mateo at NIAAA. The fruits of this collaboration can be seen in Appendix 1. In
short, CIN-stimulation reliably evoked DA release in ex vivo accumbal slices. We
concluded that the inability to visualize the spatial arrangement of our CFE and OF
restricted our ability to locate the optimal locations for excitation and recording. It is likely
we were not reaching the CINs proximal to our CFE with the light stimulation.
While the anesthetized experiments performed in our laboratory could not provide
conclusive results, the experiments performed with our collaborators supported the
hypothesis that CIN activity enhances DA release (Cachope et al., 2012). The effect of CIN
stimulation was more potent than originally hypothesized, as activation of CINs was able
to directly evoke DA from DA terminals when it was thought to only enhance DA release.
This finding guided our subsequent behavior experiments and expectations.
Specific Aim II: CIN Stimulation & Reinforcement Behavior
After our collaboration confirmed the ability of CIN activity to directly increase
DA release from DA terminals in the NAc, the question was raised whether CINstimulation would recapitulate behavioral effects seen in animals with elevated DA, either
by receiving VTA stimulation or via pharmacological manipulations. To accomplish this,
ChAT-Cre mice were infused with AAV5-DIO-ChR2-EYFP bilaterally and OF stubs were
implanted 0.4 mm dorsal to the viral infusion site. For the first behavioral measure, we
chose a paradigm that did not require complex learned behaviors, but that would allow us
to ascertain if the CIN stimulation had a positive reinforcing effect. To do this, we
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collaborated with Dr. Lobo at UMB to perform an optical conditioned place preference
(OCPP) paradigm.
The CPP arena was custom built and had yet to be used so we first needed to
validate the arena’s neutrality. In order to ensure there was no inherent bias in the
chamber’s design that would interfere with the acquisition of a stimulus-induced
preference, we conducted a cocaine place preference test on naïve mice (n = 14). Cocaine
induces a robust conditioned place preference in mice, and is a reliable predictor of a CPP
arena’s validity. As described in the general methods, and illustrated in Figure IV-2A, the
conditioned place preference paradigm consists of 4 consecutive days in which a mouse
moves between two large chambers connected by a smaller antechamber, while being
tracked via video camera and tracking software. The first session, the pretest, provides
baseline preferences that are then counterbalanced for the assignment of which chamber is
paired with the conditioning stimulus. The two following conditioning days consist of one
morning and one afternoon session. For the conditioning sessions, the mouse is restricted
to one chamber per session and receives the conditioning stimulus (cocaine) or control
(saline) in the morning and the other conditioning stimulus/chamber in the afternoon. On
the fourth and final day, the posttest day, the mouse freely explores the arena. The
reinforcing properties of the conditioning stimulus are operationally defined by how the
mouse allocates his time between chambers. If the mouse spends significantly more time
in the drug-paired chamber than the saline chamber, it is indicative of a
reinforcing/rewarding effect.
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Figure IV-2: Cocaine conditioned place preference (CPP) validation.
In order to validate the neutrality of the 3 chambers in the conditioned place preference arena, mice
underwent a 4 day CPP protocol while being recorded with video tracking software. A) On day 1, the
pretest, mice freely explored all 3 chambers for 20 minutes. On the second and third day, Conditioning
Days 1 and 2, mice had two 30-minute conditioning sessions each day. In the AM session, the mice were
restricted to one chamber for 30 minutes after receiving either a saline or cocaine (10 mg/kg) injection. In
the PM session, the mice were placed into the other chamber and given the other injection opposite the
AM session. The order of the conditions for the AM/PM sessions was reversed for conditioning day 3. On
the 4th day, the pretest day, the mice freely explored the entire arena for 20 minutes. The percentage of
time the mice spend in each chamber on pretest and posttest day are compared. B) Mice exhibited no
preference for either chamber. Note the name of the chamber for pretest day is based upon the condition
that was paired with that chamber on the two subsequent conditioning days. On the final test day, mice
spent significantly more time in the cocaine-paired chamber. This confirmed the arena was not inherently
biased and that mice were able to obtain a preference under a well-established cocaine paradigm.

As can be seen in Figure IV-2B, mice spent an equal amount of time exploring the
drug and saline paired chambers on pretest day, and spent significantly more time in the
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cocaine-paired chamber on test day than the saline chamber (F(2, 26) = 19.65, p < .00001,
eta squared = .60 ). This confirmed the validity of our CPP arena we proceeded onto
optogenetic conditioned place preference (OCPP).
As previously described, the protocol for OCPP is identical to that of CPP with
optical stimulation as the conditioning stimulus, and with mock stimulation as the control
stimulus (Figure IV-3A). During conditioning sessions, ChAT-Cre mice (n = 7) received
10 Hz intracranial stimulation in one chamber, and 10 Hz control illumination in the other
chamber. On posttest day, the mice did not exhibit a preference for the stimulation or mockstimulation chamber (Figure IV-3B) (2-tailed paired t-test: t(6) = 0.82, p = .44). They also
entered the chambers at similar frequencies (Figure IV-3C). While there was a decrease in
the total distance traveled during the pre vs post sessions (Figure IV-3D, left), this may be
due to habituation to the arena over the subsequent days. It should be noted, however, that
this effect was not seen in the cocaine validation experiments (Figure IV-3D, right). As
exemplified in the difference scores of the pretest and posttest, there was no change in the
allocation of the time between chambers across sessions (Figure IV-3E) (2-tailed paired ttest: t(6) = 0.31, p = .77). We concluded that optical stimulation of the CINs did not induce
a conditioned place preference or optical PP.
While we could conclude there were no long-term effects of acute CIN stimulation,
we could not address the acute effects that may be present during the stimulation sessions.
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Figure IV-3: Optical conditioned place preference (CPP) validation.
Once the conditioned place preference chamber was validated, A) mice underwent a CPP protocol that
was structured the same way as the cocaine CPP. Instead of cocaine and saline control treatment on
conditioning day 1 and 2, mice received 10 Hz optical stimulation and 10 Hz illumination of the
chamber as a control. For control illumination, the light source was suspended above the arena. B)
Optical stimulation did not induce a place preference, and mice spent equal portion of time in either
chamber. C) Mice also entered each chamber the same number of times on both the pretest and posttest
sessions. D) Mice exhibited a decrease in total locomotion on the posttest day compared to the pretest
day. This effect was absent in the cocaine CPP mice. E) When differences scores are compared between
pretest and posttest, there is no significant difference, and the means are close to 0, indicating a lack of

We therefore tested whether stimulating CINs would exert an acute reinforcing effect that
may only be present during the optical stimulation. In order to test this, we acquired our
own place preference equipment. In contrast to the chamber used for the OCPP, in which
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the three chambers were separated by walls with archway openings, our new place
preference chamber did not have any barriers at the junctions between chambers. This
would allow an animal to remain tethered to the patch chord while freely exploring the
entire chamber, and obviated the need to sequester the mouse into one chamber per session.
This form of conditioned place preference is referred to as real-time place
preference (RTPP), since the reinforcing effect of the stimulation is measured as the
stimulation is ongoing (akin to a self-stimulation paradigm, minus the operand). The
protocol for RTPP is very similar to that of CPP, with some alterations (Figure IV-4A).
The pretest session is the same and the mice freely explore the arena for 20 minutes.
Baseline preferences, if present, are measured and the mice are assigned a stimulationpaired chamber in a counterbalanced fashion. RTPP diverges from CPP on days 2 and 3,
which consist of only 1 session each day. During these sessions, the mice are tethered to a
patch chord and freely explore the entire arena. Upon entering the stimulation-paired
chamber, 10 Hz optical stimulation begins and persists until the mouse leaves the chamber.
The posttest day is also the same as CPP, in which they freely explore without stimulation
to assess for pavlovian associations between the stimulation and the environment.
In order to accomplish this, the Ethovision XT9 software was programmed to
deliver a +5V TTL pulse from its I/O box whenever the mouse was detected in the proper
chamber. The software lacks the ability to control precise stimulation parameters and only
serves as an on/off signal. To precisely control the stimulation frequency, the I/O was
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Figure IV-4: Real Time Place Preference (RTPP) Arena Validation and CPP.
A) RTPP is similar to CPP except the conditioning days with separate sessions for each chamber
are replaced by stimulation days 1 and 2, in which the mice freely explore the entire arena video
tracking software triggers optical stimulation (3 sec train of 40 Hz, with 3 sec inter-train interval)
whenever the mouse is inside the stimulation-paired chamber. Pretest and posttest days are identical
to CPP, with no stimulation. This allows testing of both the real-time effect of the stimulation, as
well as conditioned effects that persist 24 hours later. B) The arena had to be validated with a
cocaine CPP test to ensure the neutrality of the arena. Mice successfully acquired a strong place
preference for the cocaine-paired chamber. C) As with the OCPP, the mice did not show any
conditioned place preference to the stimulation chamber and the pretest and posttest difference
scores were not statistically different, and centered at 0, indicating neither a preference or aversion.

interfaced with an Arduino circuit board. The Arduino had two BNC connectors attached,
one for input and one for output. A custom Cat5-to-BNC cable made in-house provides
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input to the Arduino from the I/O box, and a BNC cable connects the Arduino output to
the laser’s input connector. The Arduino is programmed via USB to output a specific
pattern of TTLs to the laser in response to an input TTL. This configuration allows
Ethovision software to control the timing of the stimulation, and the Arduino board
controlled the pattern of the stimulation (in this case, 10 Hz with a 4ms pulse-width). All
stimulation parameters are initially confirmed with an oscilloscope.
As with the OCPP experiments, the RTPP arena had to first be validated via a
cocaine place preference test. Naïve mice (n = 10) successfully acquired a significant place
preference for the cocaine-paired chamber, which was even more robust than that of the
OCPP chamber (F(1.5, 13.5) = 20.66, p = .002, eta squared = .70) (Figure IV-4B). With
the arena validated, we then performed RTPP with ChAT-Cre mice (n = 13). On posttest
day, as with the OCPP, mice spent equal amounts of time in the stimulation and neutral
chambers (2-tailed paired t-test: t(12) = .38, p = .71) (Figure IV-5A). While there was an
increase in the dispersion of the difference scores for the posttest, the mean was equal to
the pretest (2-tailed paired t-test: t (12) = .38, p = .71) (Figure IV-5B). When difference
scores are compared across days, there is no significant effect of the stimulation (F(2.22,
26.64) = 0.9378, p = .41, eta squared = .032), there was an unexpected trend towards
conditioned place aversion on the first stimulation day (2-tailed paired t-test: t(12) = 2.093,
p = .058) (Figure IV-5C). There was an increase in the dispersion of the data across SD1
and SD2, perhaps indicating a between-subject difference in the response to the optical
stimulation, with a sub-set of animals exhibiting an increase in the difference score,
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Figure IV-5: Real Time Place Preference (RTPP) Unveils a Trend Towards
Aversion.
A) Mice did not have a signficant change in differences scores across days. However, when pretest
and SD1 are compared via a paired t-test, the change in difference scores is very close to a significant
aversion. On SD2, the inter-animal variability increased, and the mean difference score returned to
baseline on posttest day. B) Mice exhibited a decrease in the number of entries into the stimulationpaired chamber across days, supporting the aversion seen in the % difference score. C) Mice spent
significantly more time per entry into the stimulation chamber on SD2 and posttest day. This is at odds
with the aversive pattern seen in the prior figures. D) Mice decreased their total locomotion across
days, is attributable to habituation, since the mice explore the whole arena every session. E) Examining
each mouse’s preference across days reveals a possible seperation of the population. F) Removing 2
mice that had a preference or aversion that was neutral (<10% preference) reveals two groups of mice.
Both of which exhibit aversion on the SD1, but one group develops a preference for the stimulation
on SD2 that persists throught the posttest. This is balanced by the other group which strengthened their
aversion, which also persisted during the posttest.

indicative of a preference for the stimulation (Figure IV-5E,F). However, there were no
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factors that led to this between-subject difference and no significant outliers were detected.
Additionally, mice had a slight decrease in the number of entries into the
stimulation chamber on SD1, but significantly more so on SD2 (F(3,36) = 26.19 p <.0001,
eta squared = .47) (Figure IV-5D). This was accompanied by a significant increase in the
average duration of each increase into the stimulation chamber on SD2 (non-parametric
Friedman test: chi-square value of 20.82, p = .0001) (Figure IV-5E). While this would
make sense with fewer entries, it paradoxically occurred during a session in which the
overall trend was aversion. Finally, as with the OCPP, mice exhibited decrease locomotion
across days (F(1.56, 18.65) = 22.11, p < .0001, eta squared = .29) (Figure IV-5F). In RTPP,
it is expected for the movement of the mouse to decrease, since they are freely exploring
the arena each session they habituate to it, decreasing their exploratory drive.
We concluded that optical stimulation of the NAc did not induce a conditioned
place preference and may instead be aversive during real-time stimulation. In light of DA’s
role in signaling appetitive stimuli and CINs evoke DA release, this aversion is unexpected.
Phasic DA release also occurs during negative reinforcement, directing an animal to the
opportunity to escape a noxious stimulus. However, it is evoked by signals that indicate
the ability to avoid or escape a noxious stimuli, therefore it is still an appetitive signal in
those circumstances (Oleson and Cheer, 2013; Oleson et al., 2012). However, since TANs
encode both appetitive and aversive stimuli, we hypothesized that the behavioral response
may be dependent on the valence of associated stimuli.
To test this, the mice were first trained to lever press for sucrose reward, which was
subsequently paired with light stimulation, and then tested if stimulation alone sustained
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Figure IV-6 Operant Behavior Training for Self-Stimulation of CINs
A) ChAT-Cre mice were allowed 4 weeks to recover after viral transduction and OF
implantation surgery before food restriction and behavioral training began.Mice were first
trained on an FR1 TO1 schedule to lever press for sucrose alone. Once the criterion was
reached,subsequent sessions paired sucrose delivery with optical stimulation at 10 Hz. Once a
stable baseline number of responses was reached (B, aqua section on left), sucrose reward was
omitted and we tested for sustained lever pressing without food reward (B, purple section on
right). CIN stimulation alone was did not sustain lever pressing and the behavior extinguished
across sessions

responding (Figure IV-6A). First, mice were trained to lever press for a sucrose pellet
reward on a fixed ratio 1 (FR1) task with a timeout of 1 seconds (TO1).
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Once a mouse reached criterion (30 rewards in 60 minutes), he moved on to the
next phase of the training in which the timeout was extended to 3 seconds (TO3), and each
sucrose reward was also paired with 3 seconds of 10 Hz laser stimulation. The mouse
moved onto the following phase after achieving a stable criterion of 60 rewarded responses
in a 60-minute sessions. Mice then underwent two sessions of FR1TO3 in which the first
20 rewards were sucrose and stimulation, but the subsequent rewards were only laser
stimulation. Finally, the mice then underwent 7 sessions of FR1TO3 with only stimulation
reward (see Figure IV-6A for behavior timeline). The mice did not sustain lever pressing
once the sucrose reward was removed (Figure IV-6B). We concluded that despite having
paired the optical stimulation of CIN with an appetitive stimulus, optical stimulation did
not support intracranial self-stimulation (ICSS).
We therefore concluded that CIN stimulation is not inherently reinforcing, despite
its putative ability to in evoking DA release from terminals in the NAc.

Discussion
In order to better understand the behavioral relevance of CIN activity in the nucleus
accumbens, we performed anesthetized in vivo experiments in which we selectively
stimulated CIN terminals using optogenetics. We then used optogenetics to probe the
effects of the CINs on reward-related behavior. We found that stimulation of CINs can
directly evoke DA release and did not require concomitant phasic stimulation of DANs.
While this effect was difficult to reproduce in vivo, our collaborators tested the accumbens
of our transduced mice and verified that CINs directly evoke DA release from DA
terminals (Cachope et al., 2012). This agrees with prior evidence that nAChR agonists
enhance DA release in the striatum (Giorguieff et al., 1976; Zhang and Sulzer, 2004). Our
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difficulty in reproducing this effect in vivo was possibly due to our optical fiber
specifications. The numerical aperture (NA) of the OF used for our anesthetized FSCV
experiments 0.22 NA, versus the 0.48 NA OF used in the behavior animals. The smaller
NA would have a decreased area of excitation, with a stronger penetrance deeper into the
brain tissue (Figure IV-1C). For example, if neurons were located in a plane 0.5 mm
immediately below the tip of a 0.22NA, 125 um fiber, calibrated to emit 15 mW from the
OF tip, they would receive irradiance of 41.21 mW/mm2 over an area of 20 µm2. Contrast
this with a 0.48 NA, 200 um fiber also calibrated to 15 mW emission from the tip, in which
neurons the same distance away (0.5mm) would receive irradiance of 10.28 mW/mm 2 over
an area of 110 µm2. Previous characterization of ChR2-induction of action potentials
indicates that 1 mW/mm2 is sufficient for ChR2-mediated firing (Bi et al., 2006; Boyden
et al., 2005; Ishizuka et al., 2006; Li et al., 2005; Nagel et al., 2005; Zhang and Oertner,
2007), so the decreased irradiance of 0.48 NA OF vs 0.22 NA should not degrade the ability
to excited CINs, but would cover a broader area.
A broader field of illumination would increase the likelihood of illuminating the
cell body of a CIN. Due to the extensive arborization of CINs (Descarries and Mechawar,
2000b; Descarries et al., 1997), activation of a CIN soma would influence a very large
number of DA terminals, and would likely increase the amount of DA release, as well as
an increased number of activated release sites. Future studies attempting to reproduce the
in vivo anesthetized FSCV recordings should consider using larger NA fiber.
We also found that that stimulation of CINs did not produce a conditioned place
preference and, unexpectedly, evoked a trend towards real-time aversion. Mice would not
sustain ICSS of CINs once sucrose reward was removed. The aversive trend seemed
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paradoxical, as conditions that increase DA release, such as cocaine administration in our
CPP/RTPP validation mice, induce a conditioned place preference. Another research group
performed the inverse experiment, in which they inhibit CINs of the NAc during CPP either
alone or in conjunction with cocaine CPP. They found that inhibiting CINs alone blocked
the acquisition of a cocaine-induced preference (Witten et al., 2010). Neither inhibition nor
stimulation of CINs induced a conditioned place preference or a conditioned place aversion
(CPA) (Witten et al., 2010). However, this group only performed CPP, and did not test the
preference/aversion induced in real-time. Our lack of a CPP in our ChAT-Cre mice is in
agreement with these results, but it is not known if the other group’s mice would have a
real-time effect of the CIN-inhibition. These results contradict our expectations of CINstimulation when conceived of in reference to the appetitive associations of DA. DA and
CIN activity, however, are not limited to appetitive stimuli.
The roles of DAN and CIN/TAN activity in appetitive vs aversive conditions are
still under investigation. In primates , TANs (putative CINs) exhibit their pause response
to the same events as DANs fire to reward-predicting cues (Aosaki et al., 1994a, 1995,
2010; Joshua et al., 2008). While DAN firing rates scale with the predicted size of
reward/punishment, the TAN pause response differs very little across conditions. However,
when the activity of TANs and DANs is examined at the delivery of reward or punishment,
TANs exhibit more nuanced response patters to the outcome than DANs, including a sharp
increase in their firing at the delivery of an aversive outcome (Joshua et al., 2008), versus
a delayed and reduced increase in firing to reward delivery. The greater increase in firing
rate to aversive stimuli may underlie the aversion seen in our CIN-stimulated mice. Future
studies should attempt various stimulation frequencies to identify CIN firing patterns with
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aversive vs appetitive results. The TAN pause response occurs with violation of expected
appetitive or aversive outcomes (positive and negative reward prediction errors), and were
much more robust than the decrease in DAN firing. The TAN response to omitted
reward/aversion has different characteristics; the omission of an aversive stimulus exhibits
a pronounced burst-pause-burst, versus omitted reward, which evoked a pause-burst
response. The greater responsiveness of TANs to aversive outcomes than DANs may
explain why we saw an aversion response. In natural conditions, the TANs would receive
afferent input at the same time as the DANs, and the two responses would co-occur. An
appetitive stimulus may be required for the CIN stimulation to take on an appetitive quality.
We attempted to address this question by pairing TAN stimulation with an
appetitive stimulus, sucrose reward. Despite the initial appetitive context of TAN
stimulation, mice would not sustain ICSS of CINs once the reward was discontinued. It
seems that CIN stimulation did not alter the appetitive nature of the reward or cue.
While many reports show consistent patterned responses of TAN populations to
stimuli (Aosaki et al., 1995; Graybiel et al., 1994; Ravel et al., 2003), recent evidence
suggests there are subpopulations of TANs with different response patterns (Joshua et al.,
2008). Importantly, these differential responses are lost when TAN activity is averaged
across the entire population (Joshua et al., 2008). This could explain the different trends
observed in the RTPP results, with some mice having a trend towards conditioned
preference, while others a conditioned aversion. There are no molecular markers currently
known to identify these two populations for viral-mediated gene transfer, preventing us
from further testing this possibility.
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Future studies should further elucidate the behavioral consequences of CIN
activation during other aspects of reward pursuit in mice. For example, pairing the optical
stimulation with the cue, instead of with the reward, would better mimic the activity of
CINs in a well-trained animal during an appetitive task , since CIN activity shifts to the
earliest predictor of reward (Aosaki et al., 1994a), as DA release does (for review see
(Schultz, 2007b)). The effect of alterations in CIN activity during reversal learning and
other tasks requiring cognitive flexibility should be studied to further elucidate the role of
CIN activity in prediction errors and subsequent learning.
The effect of CIN stimulation evoked DA release at DA terminals, and the complex
sometimes-synchronous TAN pause response highlight the complex relationship between
the two populations of neurons and their mutual, but varied rolls in association learning. A
more thorough understanding of the relationship between CIN activity and DAergic
transmission may prove valuable for helping the human nicotine addict.

Nicotine

influences human behavior via nAChRs by acute activation to chronic desensitization, and
up-regulation. There are many different nAChR subtypes, based upon their differential
subunit composition, and these different subtypes have different effects on behavior
(Picciotto, 2003) that have varying affinity for ACh and nicotine (Changeux and Edelstein,
2005). Nicotine induces changes in the decision-making and reward valuation control
(Fowler et al., 2008; Lejuez et al., 2003; Nesic et al., 2011; Xiao et al., 2008). Smokers
exhibit a decreased ability to delay gratification to receive larger rewards (Baker et al.,
2003; Bickel et al., 1999; Businelle et al., 2010; Johnson et al., 2007; Mitchell, 1999), an
effect also present in rats that self-administer nicotine (Dallery and Locey, 2005). While
CINs are no longer thought to be the only source of cholinergic input into the ventral
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striatum (Dautan et al., 2014), and nAChRs are present throughout the neural circuits
involved in decision-making (Dani et al., 2011; Faure et al., 2014; Klink et al., 2001),
elucidating role of CIN modulation of DAergic transmission may inform targets for
acetylcholine receptor pharmacological intervention.
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V The Highs and Lows of Reward-Associated Gamma Oscillations
Overview of Neural Oscillations
Much of neuroscience has focused on the acute activity of individual neurons and
a wealth of information about the dynamic nature of the interaction and connectivity of
individual neurons. However, many difficult questions remain regarding how a myriad of
stimuli and events coalesce into a precisely timed neuronal symphony that summates to a
meaningful whole within and across brain regions. Some of these questions can be
addressed by studying the slower, larger, regional electrical oscillations of the brain, called
local field potentials (LFPs) (Buzsáki, 2006).
One theory that emerged to explain the complex coordination of large-scale activity
is the “binding by synchrony” theory, first posited by Wolf Singer in 1993. In vitro
electrophysiology experiments have demonstrated the importance of temporal coordination
for synaptic plasticity (Bi and Poo, 1998; Dan and Poo, 2004; Kepecs et al., 2002; Levy
and Steward, 1983; Magee and Johnston, 1997; Markram et al., 1997). The application of
this theory on the macro-scale points towards neural oscillations as a key coordinator of
this process.
Neural oscillations represent the summed membrane potential fluctuations of many
neurons believed to provide a mechanism for the temporal alignment of neuronal activity
both within and across brain regions (Buzsáki, 2006; Buzsáki and Draguhn, 2004).
Oscillations arise from the summation of postsynaptic changes in membrane potential, such
as excitatory post-synaptic potentials (EPSPs), inhibitory post-synaptic potentials (IPSPs),
and afterhyperpolarizations, and are minimally affected by discrete neuronal firing
(Buzsáki, 2006; Kamondi et al., 1998; Logothetis, 2003; Mitzdorf, 1987). They are
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believed to be primarily driven by inhibitory interneurons, allowing a small population of
cells to have a significant effect on a large number of local neurons (Buzsáki, 2006; Cardin
et al., 2009; Wang, 2010). These interneurons are often interconnected with each other by
gap junctions (Traub et al., 2000, 2001), allowing greater coordination, further broadening
the regional synchrony that can be induced. The essential effector mechanism is the
coordinated modulation of the postsynaptic membrane potentials. Peaks of regional
inhibition cause a coordinated reduction in activity and the subsequent release of inhibition
that allows postsynaptic cells to return to an excitable state simultaneously. This is an ideal
state for “binding by synchrony” plasticity, since the timing of spikes is restricted to the
windows in which the regional inhibition has subsided. Consequently, projections from
another brain region can have a far-reaching effect on the activity of that region by
influencing other interneurons.

Oscillation Frequency Bands & the Importance of Gamma Rhythms
Neural oscillations can be separated into numerous bandwidths, which exhibit
varied regional prevalence and function. While the original delineation of the borders
between bands was somewhat arbitrary (Clinical Neurophysiology and The International
Federation of Societies for Electroencephalography, 1974), recent analysis of rodent
hippocampal oscillations unveiled a natural logarithmic relationship between the frequency
bands (Penttonen and Buzsáki, 2003). The oscillation bands are: delta (~1-3 Hz), prevalent
during slow wave sleep and is believed to play a role in memory consolidation (Buzsáki,
2006; Roger D. Traub, 2010; Wang, 2010); theta (~4-7 Hz), believed to have a role in
hippocampal working memory and spatial navigation tasks; alpha (~8-12 Hz), implicated
in environmental exploration; beta (~13-30 Hz), important for motor planning and gamma
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(~30-100 Hz), which occurs most strongly during tasks requiring attention, sensory
integration and cognitive processing (Buzsáki, 2006; Roger D. Traub, 2010; Wang, 2010).
The gamma band has the broadest range of the defined oscillation bands, and the exact
border is not strictly agreed upon. It should be noted that part of this disagreement might
be due to species variation in the exact frequencies for the corresponding bands. For
example, rodent hippocampal oscillations used for mathematical characterization do not
contain alpha rhythms (Buzsáki and Draguhn, 2004; Buzsáki et al., 1992; Penttonen and
Buzsáki, 2003). However, different oscillation bands have similar mechanisms of
induction across species, indicating they are indeed related and are not distinct, noncomparable phenomena.
Gamma oscillations are theorized to be of particular importance to many cognitive
functions and are found throughout the brain (Buzsáki, 2006). They are important for
sensory processing (Gray and Singer, 1989; Gray et al., 1989, 1992; Milner, 1974),
working memory (Roux et al., 2012), attention (Tiitinen et al., 1993), movement initiation
(Masimore et al., 2005; van der Meer et al., 2010), and reward (Berke, 2009; Hernandez
and Cheer, 2012; Kalenscher et al., 2010; van der Meer and Redish, 2009; van der Meer et
al., 2010), which will be discussed in depth below. It is theorized that oscillations are
critical for virtually all cognitive functions (Fries, 2005; Wang, 2010). Supporting evidence
from humans shows that gamma oscillations are disturbed in conditions in which these
functions are impaired, such as in schizophrenia (Gonzalez-Burgos and Lewis, 2012;
Krishnan et al., 2005, 2005; Spencer, 2011; Uhlhaas and Singer, 2010).
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Striatal Gamma Oscillations
Gamma oscillations are expressed throughout the striatum (Berke, 2009; Berke et
al., 2004; Hunt et al., 2006; Kalenscher et al., 2010; Kasanetz et al., 2002; Leung and Yim,
1993; van der Meer et al., 2010) and their prevalence is greatest in the ventromedial
striatum and decreases towards the dorsolateral striatum(Berke et al., 2004; Masimore et
al., 2005). The prevalence of a specific frequency component within time-series data is
expressed using the concept of spectral power. Gamma oscillations in the rodent striatum
are associated with reward and movement initiation (Kalenscher et al., 2010; van der Meer
and Redish, 2009). Moreover, there are two different bands of gamma, low (centered
around 40Hz) and high (centered around 70 Hz) that emerge within accumbal LFPs (Berke,
2009; Kalenscher et al., 2010; van der Meer and Redish, 2009). However, the precise
behavioral states that gamma oscillations accompany have only recently been described.
One foundational study of accumbal gamma oscillations in reward conducted a
simple design that allowed them to test the patterned activity of gamma oscillations in
reward-directed behavior. In Kalenscher et al. (2010), rats performed a triangular maze
task, in which there was a reward receptacle in the center of each arm of the triangle. During
training sessions, rats learned to associate each reward receptacle with a specific reward
(vanilla, chocolate, or sucrose). During recording sessions, the site-reward flavor pairing
was constant, but for each trial, only 1 of the 3 rewards were granted. The authors examined
changes in various bands of gamma rhythms in relation to different facets of reward pursuit
and reported distinct activity patterns between bands.
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Differential Activity of Accumbal Low and High Gamma Power
In Kalenscher’s study, both the low and high gamma bands displayed rewardrelated increases in power, but in different ways. While there was much heterogeneity
throughout their recordings, some significant patterns of activity were uncovered. A large
portion of low gamma band activity (nearly 40%), accompanied the reward delivery
location, regardless of reward presence/absence, as did a very small portion of high gamma
recordings (~5%). Interestingly, the greatest reward-site-associated low gamma activity
was recorded at the site associated with chocolate reward, a particularly palatable reward.
This suggests low gamma band activity may selectively vary with regards to the value of
an expected reward.
When comparing gamma band activity for sites in which reward was received
versus sites that were empty, two significant, but smaller populations of gamma emerged.
At reward delivery locations, some recorded LFPs showed increased low gamma power
(11%) when reward was present, but not when absent. Conversely, high gamma power
increased (17%) when reward was absent, but not when present. The selective activity
patterns to reward delivery or omission suggest a reward prediction error signal may be
present.
The canonical reward prediction error signals were initially described as
bidirectional changes in dopamine neuron firing, with increased activity to unexpected
reward delivery (positive prediction error) or decreased activity to reward omission
(negative prediction error). The hypothesized reward prediction error (RPE) signals
conveyed by high and low gamma are nontraditional due to their unidirectionality.
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A third interesting pattern of reward-associated gamma oscillations was also
unveiled in relation to the direction and proximity of movement in relation to reward sites.
High gamma power, but not low, showed time-locked increases during approach to a
reward site. While this could be related to locomotion, high gamma power increased
selectively during approach to a reward site, and was very weakly correlated with velocity.
Due to the triangular nature of the maze, reward sites were only visible once that
arm of the maze was entered. Therefore, I propose that high gamma power increases upon
approach represent the salience of the visual cue of the reward site itself. Therefore, I
suggest a putative role for accumbal high gamma power, and not low gamma, in encoding
cue salience.
Conflicting Reports of Low and High Gamma Patterns
While these results indicate a complex role for gamma oscillations in reward, there
is conflicting evidence in the field with regards to which bands are involved in specific
aspects of reward-seeking behavior (Berke, 2009; Kalenscher et al., 2010; van der Meer
and Redish, 2009; Sharott et al., 2009). In the aforementioned studies measured gamma
oscillations during reward-seeking, there were significant differences in the behavioral
tasks used (Berke, 2009; Kalenscher et al., 2010; van der Meer and Redish, 2009). Another
group ran rats through a multiple T-maze task where the rat had to navigate through 4
consecutive T-junctions, and the final T-junction choice resulted in either reward delivery,
or nothing(van der Meer and Redish, 2009). This paradigm also produced an increase in
low gamma power at reward sites, in agreement with Kalenscher et al. They also observed
increase high gamma power during approach to a reward site, as with the triangle maze
task(Kalenscher et al., 2010; van der Meer and Redish, 2009). The multiple T-maze
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uncovered a unique activity pattern of high gamma sharply decreasing and rebounding at
reward sites. While the triangle maze tasks and multiple T-maze both showed reward-site
increases in low gamma, and reward-site approach increases in high gamma, these findings
are also not universal.
A third group published a study around the same time in which rats had to choose
the rewarded arm of a 4-arm radial maze based on a visual cue (Berke, 2009). Contradictory
to Van der Meer (2009) and Kalenscher (2010), Berke (2009) saw a dramatic decrease in
low gamma power at reward sites, and a transient increase in high gamma at reward
delivery. While these conflicting reports complicate defining a clear role of accumbal LFPs
during reward, each task has critical differences that may underlie these differences.
The tasks vary in locomotor activity, whether reward was contingent upon a correct
choice, and the presence and meaning of visual cues. In order better address the questions
as to what parts of reward-seeking behavior are associated with increases/decrease in high
or low gamma power, the experiments in this chapter will address these questions in
comparatively simple operant (instrumental) behavioral tasks. Specifically, the use of
instrumental tasks will remove the possibility of an action choice leading to failure,
extensive locomotor requirements and confounding within-session learning components.
Hypothesis & Aims
Our hypothesis is that low and high gamma oscillations in the nucleus accumbens
encode different aspects of reward via distinct changes in power.
Specific Aim I: Low gamma power encodes reward delivery and high gamma power
encodes the pursuit of reward.
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Prediction 1: Low gamma power will increase at delivery of food reward.
Prediction 2: High gamma power will increase before reward, at lever press.
Specific Aim II: Low gamma encodes value of the reward, and high gamma does not.
Prediction 1: Reward-evoked low gamma power will decrease as value decreases due to
increasing cost.
Prediction 2: Reward-evoked low gamma power will decrease as reward value decreases
due to satiety.
Prediction 3: High gamma power will not change with changes in reward value.
Specific Aim III: Positive and negative reward prediction errors are encoded separately by
low and high gamma, respectively.
Prediction 1: High gamma power evoked by at reward delivery will increase when reward
is omitted.
Prediction 2: Low gamma power will not change in response to reward omission.
Prediction 3: Low gamma power will increase at delivery of non-contingent reward.
Prediction 4: High gamma power will not change in response to non-contingent reward,
In order to test this hypothesis, mice were trained to lever press for food reward and
implanted with bilateral microelectrode arrays (MEA) aimed at the NAc. Accumbal LFPs
were recorded during multiple instrumental tasks designed to test different facets of the
hypothesis.
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Methods
Animals and Implantation
For in vivo electrophysiology experiments, PV-cre mice were food restricted to
85% of starting body weight and trained to lever press for sucrose pellets. Once the task
had been acquired (criterion 60 rewards achieved in 60 minutes), the mice were given food
ad libitum. Upon returning to their starting weight, 5 PV-cre were implanted with 16
channel microarrays (Innovative Physiology, Durham, NC). The microarrays were customdesigned to target the nucleus accumbens bilaterally. Tungsten electrodes (35 µm diameter,
4.3 mm long) were arranged in two clusters of 8 wires, one per hemisphere, that were
arranged in 2 rows of 4 electrodes, with 200 µm between rows and 200 µm spacing between
electrodes. The arrays were implanted into the bilateral accumbens (-1.4 mm anteriorposterior, +/-1.1 medial-lateral, -4.0 dorsal-ventral). The microelectrode array had a silver
ground wire, which was wrapped around a cranial screw and inserted 2 mm deep into the
cerebellum. The microelectrode array and reference wire were secured in place by dental
cement (DentSply, York, PA). Mice were allowed to recover for 1 week after surgery
before food restriction began to reach and maintain 85% body weight, after which the mice
resumed behavioral training (approximately 1 week to reach 85%). Once the mice reached
criterion (60 rewards in 60 minutes), electrophysiology recording began on the following
day.
Electrophysiology Recordings
In vivo electrophysiology recordings were collected with a commercially available
32-channel Omniplex system from Plexon (Dallas, TX). Implanted 16-channel
microelectrode arrays (MEAs) were attached to a 20x gain headstage (HST/16V-G20) and
tethered to a motorized electrophysiological commutator (Neurotek, Toronto, CA). The
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wideband signal is sampled at 40000 Hz by a preamplifier where both the wideband signal
and threshold-triggered unfiltered spikes are passed onto the Omniplex chassis. LFPs are
collected via passing the wideband signal through a low pass Butterworth filter with a
cutoff frequency of 200 Hz.

LFP Data Selection
Initial data visualization and selection was performed in NeuroExplorer Version 4
(Nex Technologies, Littleton, MA). Perievent spectrograms (PES) covering a 10 second
window around the behavioral event of interest were used to select channels for further
processing and analysis. PES were calculated using 512 frequency values, with a window
shift size of 0.1 seconds, and were smoothed with a Gaussian filter width of 3.
For each behavioral task for each animal, 4 electrodes were chosen per MEA for
analysis, 2 per hemisphere. Channels were chosen based upon the following criteria: 1)
when possible, the most medial wires of each row (to increase likelihood that wires were
within NAc) 2) the channel was representative of the other channels in its respective
hemisphere; 3) channels lacking of any distinct artifacts or electrical noise were preferred.
For each behavioral paradigm, the same electrodes were used for each session. When
possible, these same electrodes were used across all behavioral sessions. The chosen
channels’ raw voltage data were transferred to Matlab, wherein the remaining processing
was performed using Chronux (Bokil et al., 2010), a suite of open source Matlab functions
for LFP analysis, as well as custom-written programs.
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Data Processing
Prior to analysis, electrical noise (60 Hz) was removed using the Chronux function
rmlinesmovingwinc.m; in which, a 0.5 sec sliding window shifted at 0.1 secs intervals to
fit any sinewaves present in the raw data significantly greater than surrounding frequencies
around 60 Hz, and smoothing them for the output data. Multitapers were specified using a
time-bandwidth (TW) product of 5 with 9 slepian tapers, and a tau setting of 10 to smooth
the resulting output and to reduce spectral leakage. Tau defines the intensity of smoothing
applied to the data, and ranges from 1-100. It should be noted that the tau value was not
functional as all values entered produced the same result, so the default of 10 was used.
For timestamp-centered LFP data production & analysis, perievent spectrograms
were calculated using the Chronux function mtspecgramtrigc.m, using 9 slepian tapers with
a time-bandwidth product of 5. A time window around each behavioral event of interest
was calculated from -6 secs to +5 seconds around the event, with a 500 ms window centered
on the event for spectral analysis, with 100 ms shifts (Figure V-1A-C for visual depiction).
The resulting PES for all 4 channels were averaged together for each session, and then
averaged across all 5 mice (Figure V-1D).
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Z-Score Power Bands & Statistical Analyses

For statistical analysis, the power values for low and high gamma bands, defined

as 35-45 Hz and 65-75 Hz, respectively. For each channel’s data for each session, the power

bands were collected and converted to z-scores based upon the mean power from -3 sec to

-2 sec before the event of interest. Each band’s z-scores were calculated independently,

such that the transformed data highlighted chances within each session.
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Raw voltage is converted to a time-frequency signal by performing Fourier analysis on a 500 ms window (A, top)
resulting in a 100ms slice of time-frequency data (A, bottom, dashed line). As the window approaches the timestamp
for the event of interest (red line), the first window that contains the event timestamp occurs before 0 sec (B). The
raw data at the timestamp of the event first appears at before the graph’s 0, at -250 ms (half of window size). The
raw data that occurred at the behavior event is contained within -250ms to +250ms on the graph (C). Many
recordings are averaged to produce the perievent spectrograms presented in this chapter (D).

Figure V-1 Visual explanation of Fourier Transforms, the Time Expansion Effect, and Average
Perievent Spectrograms

For statistical analysis, z-score power bands were tested for normality using the
D’Agostino-Pearson omnibus K2 test(D’Agostino, 1986), and chosen timepoints for bar
graphs were tested using Shapiro-Wilk normality test. For all comparisons of changes in
z-score power within a band around an event or across sub-sections of sessions (i.e. early
vs late) two-way repeated measures ANOVAs were used. For post-hoc tests, either Sidak
multiple comparisons test or the Holm-Sidak multiple comparison tests were used.
Transformation from Raw Voltage to Time-Frequency Domain
In order to deconvolve a raw voltage signal into the frequency domain, a specific
version of the fast Fourier-transform (FFT) must be used. The discrete fast Fourier
transform limits the spectral analysis of raw data into a specified range of frequencies and
a specified range of time. In order to calculate the spectral properties of a discrete point in
time, a time window centered on the point of interest must be used. There is an inherent
trade-off in Fourier analysis between higher resolution in the frequency domain or time
domain; to become more precise with one necessitates a loss of fidelity with the other.
Consequently, for all FFTs used in this chapter, a smaller-sized window of 500 ms was
used. One critical consequence of spectral analysis (that is often overlooked) is that a brief
instantaneous event, such as a light turning on, does not appear as a single timepoint in the
resulting data. In Figure V-1, the described phenomenon is expressed in visual form. At
the top of the figure is a raw electrophysiological recording, with a vertical blue line to
denote a 1ms timestamp, in this case it is a light pulse. On the bottom is the perievent
spectrogram that is being produced from the raw signal. The dashed line on the PES-inprogress represents the current slice of data being calculated. The dashed rectangle above
indicates the amount of raw data that is used to calculate this one 1-ms-slice. The behavioral
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timestamp time dilation issue only becomes apparent in Figure V-1B, when the vertical
slice of data being calculated for -0.25sec. Since the window for the FFT is 500ms, the first
data sample in which the light pulse is present is included in the data for -0.25sec. Thus,
even if the PES axis is zeroed around the timestamp for the light pulse, the actual light
pulse data starts to appear 250ms sooner and persists 250ms after zero (half of the window
size). As depicted in Figure V-1C, this means that a single 1ms long event, centered at 0
ms on a PES, actually appears within the data for a significant period of time, 500 ms in
this example. This time-dilation phenomenon is taken into account for the conclusions in
this chapter and is highlighted by a black box around 0 seconds.

Results
Specific Aim I: Encoding of Reward by Gamma Oscillations
We first verified if either high or low gamma bands exhibit reward-associated
changes in power during our operant tasks in mice. In accordance with what other groups
have shown during non-operant tasks in the past(Kalenscher et al., 2010; van der Meer and
Redish, 2009; van der Meer et al., 2010), we predicted that low, but not high, gamma power
would increase in response to reward delivery. We also predicted that high, but not low,
gamma power would increase with the action taken to achieve reward (lever press).
To test this, mice were first trained to perform a fixed ratio 1 (FR) task w repeatedly
over consecutive days. Once mice reached the criterion of 60 rewards in 60 minutes for 3
consecutive sessions, they transitioned to a progressive ratio (PR) task. In a PR task, the
required number of lever presses for each consecutive reward increases exponentially. For
more information, see the Operant Behavior section of the General Methods chapter. As a
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consequence of the increased number of responses required, PR allows us to study the lever
presses alone, as well as reward-delivery.
To test our predictions, we calculated average perievent spectrograms (PES)
centered on reward delivery at 0 seconds (Figure V-2A), with each reward delivery
preceded by a lever press at -1 seconds. We then extracted the power bands for low and
high gamma frequencies (35-45 Hz and 65-75 Hz, respectively) from the average PES and
then calculated Z-Scores separately for each band (Figure V-2B).
Low gamma power had two reward-related peaks, a transient one at lever press (-1
sec) and a broader one at reward delivery (0 sec). Low gamma power decreased to a trough
of sub-baseline power within 1 sec of reward delivery (Figure V-2 A-B). The greatest
increase in reward-related low gamma power occurred at lever press (Figure V-2 C), and
quickly decreased towards baseline, before a second peak to reward delivery emerged
(Figure V-2 C). While this implies that low gamma power accompanies both the rewardpursuing action (lever press), as well as the reward itself, there is a confound of
environmental cues that occur immediately after the lever press to indicate reward was
earned. At a rewarded lever press, the house light turned off and a tone sounded
immediately, with the actual reward delivered 1 second later. In order to determine if the
peak at -1 sec was due to the physical action of the lever press, or to environmental cues
indicating reward delivery was imminent, we calculated PES to unrewarded lever presses,
which are abundant in PR and are isolated from the confounding cues.
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The peak at -1 sec prior to reward was identical to that of unrewarded lever presses
(Figure V-2E). The unrewarded lever press signal is very well defined, as it is averaged
across orders of magnitude more lever presses than rewards. Since PR requires
exponentially more lever presses for each reward, the number of lever presses for a PR
session ranged from 305-2771, which corresponded to 13-23 rewards. The second peak in
low gamma power, located around 0 sec, is completely absent from lever press alone.
Therefore, low gamma accompanies both the action in the pursuit of reward, as well as

Figure V-2 Reward-Evoked Changes in Low and High Gamma Power vs. Lever-Press
A) PES centered on reward delivery. Lever press is marked as bold dashed line at -1 sec, and the window
of time that contains the reward timestamp is marked by a dashed box around 0 sec. Frequency bands
extracted for z-score analysis are marked by the horizontal dashed windows, with black being high gamma
and red being low gamma B) PES centered on 1 sec following an unrewarded lever press for comparison
purposes. There is no reward event at 0 seconds. C) Z-scores of extracted power bands from PES for high
and low gamma power at reward. D) Comparison of Z-score power bands for low gamma at reward versus
press, extracted from A and B. E) Bar graph of z-score timepoints used for statistical analysis for low
gamma. F) Bar graph of timepoints analyzed for high gamma. G) Comparison of Z-score power bands for
high gamma at reward and unrewarded lever press.
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reward delivery itself, but not the cues accompanying lever press. This supports the
hypothesis that low gamma power is enhanced at reward delivery. The increase in low
gamma power to lever press was unexpected, as it was only hypothesized to occur in high
gamma, which is known to encode movements towards rewards. This is a novel finding
regarding the encoding of low gamma power to actions, which may be due to the species
used (mice instead of rats) or to the instrumental nature of the task.
High gamma power exhibited a robust increase to reward delivery, with a single
large and broad peak, which then decreased to a sub-baseline trough approximately 1-1.5
secs following reward (Figure V-2A-B). High gamma power did not increase until after -1
sec (Figure V-2 D), indicating high gamma power does not change at the lever press itself.
This was confirmed when high gamma power at reward was compared to unrewarded lever
presses, in which there was no significant change (Figure V-2F). My data thus indicates
that high gamma is enhanced at reward receipt, like low gamma, but not to the action to
achieve reward. Based on prior evidence, in which high gamma power increased with
movement towards reward, we predicted that high gamma power would increase either at
or just before lever press and would slowly decrease back to baseline, without responding
to the reward itself(Kalenscher et al., 2010; van der Meer and Redish, 2009).
Therefore, we conclude that both low and high gamma power encode reward
delivery, but only low gamma power encodes actions in pursuit of reward.
Specific Aim II: Reward Value and Gamma Oscillations
Now that we have established that both low and high gamma power increase to
reward delivery in our protocol, we may now address if either band conveys the
neuroeconomic value of the reward. Reward value, as defined in neuroeconomics, is a
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composite representation of all attributes related to the reward, including inherent
drive/need, cost, palatability, etc. (Padoa-Schioppa and Assad, 2006; Padoa-Schioppa and
Schoenbaum, 2015).
Based on prior evidence, we predicted that low gamma power, but not high gamma,
would change in response to changes in the value of the reward 31. For our experiments, we
tested changes in reward value via two mechanisms, changes in need (hunger) and in cost.
We predicted that both methods of decreasing reward value would selectively decrease
reward-evoked low gamma power.
Decreasing Reward Value due to Satiety
In order to test for changes in reward-evoked gamma power due to changing value
of reward, we used an FR task. A fixed ratio (FR) task with a short time out period between
trial (30 seconds) allows for many rewards to be earned within a short period of time (55110 rewards in 60 minutes during FR compared to 13-23 rewards in 120 minutes for PR).
Throughout a session, as an animal consumes a greater amount of reward, they become
sated and the value of each reward consequently decreases. To test if this decrease in
reward value is encoded by gamma oscillations, we calculated PES for the first 20 rewards
and the last 20 rewards in FR (Figure V-3A). A two-way repeated-measures ANOVA of
early vs late gamma power around reward revealed a significant effect of time (F (6,24)
=6.321, P=0.0004), which is expected due to our session-wide results discussed above, but
no effect of Early Vs Late rewards (F (1,4)-1.557, P=0.2801). The ANOVA did report a
significant interaction of Time x Early Vs Late Reward (F (6,24) =4.147, p=0.0054). A
post-hoc Sidak multiple comparison test reveals that only low gamma power at lever press
(-1 sec) is altered in early vs late rewards, corresponding to high vs low value. Against
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expectations, the increase in low gamma power at lever press is actually greater late in the
session when the mouse is sated and the reward is devalued. High gamma power, however,
only exhibited a significant interaction of time x mouse (F (6,24) =3.151), P=0.0201), with
no significant post hoc comparisons. We concluded that high gamma power does not
change as a function of reward value, whereas low gamma power at lever press is inversely
related to reward value.
Decreasing Value by Increasing Costs
In order to grant another perspective on changing reward value, we tested for
changes in reward-evoked gamma by devalued reward due to increasing cost. We took
advantage of the dramatically increased effort required for later rewards during PR in order
to test the effect of increased cost on reward-evoked gamma power. To do so, we calculated
the PES for first 3 rewards received during each PR session, as well as the last 3 rewards.
While the exact cost of the final 3 rewards varies depending on each individual subject’s
performance, the average cost for the final 3 rewards was 70.9 times greater than the cost
of the first 3 rewards (average cost of first 3 is 2.3 presses, average cost of final 3 is 163.1
presses).
Comparing the early vs late rewards in PR, a two-way RM ANOVA revealed a
significant effect of time in relation to reward for both low (F (6, 84) = 7.327, p <.0001),
and high (F (6, 84) = 13.91, p < 0.0001) gamma, which is in agreement with our initial
findings regarding overall reward responsive of low and high gamma. This is evident in
the PES for both early and late reward (Figure V-4.4 A and B, respectively). Prior evidence
suggested that low gamma, but not high gamma would convey changes in reward value 31.
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A) PES centered on reward delivery for first 20 rewards. The window of time that contains the reward timestamp is marked by a the box centered around 0
sec. Frequency bands extracted for z-score analysis are marked by the horizontal dashed windows, with black being high gamma and red being low gamma
B) Z-scores of extracted power bands from PES for low gamma power for early and late rewards. C) Bar graph of z-score timepoints used for statistical
analysis for early vs. late low gamma. .D) PES centered on reward delivery for last 20 rewards. E) Z-scores of extracted power bands from PES for high
gamma power for early and late rewards. F) Bar graph of z-score timepoints used for statistical analysis for early vs. late high gamma

Figure V-3 Gamma Band Encoding of Changes in Reward Value via Hunger/Need

However, there was no significant effect of changing value due to cost (early vs
late) in either low (F (1, 14) = 2.066, p = 0.1726) nor high (F (1, 14) = 0.1532, p =.7014)
gamma.
There was, however, a nearly significant interaction of time x cost for low gamma
power (F (6, 84) = 2.126, p = 0.0586), that is absent in high gamma (F (6, 84) = 0.5548, p
= 0.7649). Z-score power bands for low gamma highlight this trend, as early low gamma
power at lever press is distinctly greater than late in the session (Figure V-4B). A post-hoc
analysis using Sidak’s multiple comparison test at select time points (Figure V-4C)
indicates that lever press at -1 sec is significantly higher early in the session (p<.05), when
the cost of the reward is low, and the value remains high. While not a significant main
effect, this trend for increased low gamma power to the higher valued reward would
support our prediction that low gamma changes as a function reward value, as does the lack
of such a trend for high gamma. It is likely that additional experiments using other
manipulations of reward value would further uncover this effect.
Overall, the predictions for aim II were not fully supported. While we did find a
change in low gamma in with changing reward value, as predicted, the change occurred at
the lever press, and not to the reward itself. Additionally, low gamma power was predicted
to decrease with decreasing reward value, not increase.
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A) PES centered on reward delivery for first 3 rewards. The window of time that contains the reward timestamp is marked by a the box centered around 0 sec.
Frequency bands extracted for z-score analysis are marked by the horizontal dashed windows, with black being high gamma and red being low gamma B) Zscores of extracted power bands from PES for low gamma power for early and late rewards. C) Bar graph of z-score timepoints used for statistical analysis
for early vs. late low gamma. D) PES centered on reward delivery for last 3 rewards. E) Z-scores of extracted power bands from PES for high gamma power
for early and late rewards. F) Bar graph of z-score timepoints used for statistical analysis for early vs. late high gamma

Figure V-4 Gamma Band Encoding of Changes in Reward Value via Cost

Specific Aim III: Reward Prediction Errors
Previous reports have suggested a putative reward prediction error signal in
accumbal gamma oscillations in both low and high gamma(Kalenscher et al., 2010; van
der Meer and Redish, 2009), but this has not yet been explicitly tested. The canonical
biological reward prediction error signal first found in the brain is that of dopamine neurons
(DANs) in the ventral tegmental area (VTA), which bidirectionally change their firing
modes to convey the error signal; increasing firing to an unexpected reward, and decreasing
firing at omission of an expected reward (Schultz, 1998; Schultz et al., 1997). Putative RPE
signals conveyed by accumbal gamma power, in contrast, may be split between low and
high gamma, which are theorized to convey positive and negative prediction errors,
respectively (Kalenscher et al., 2010). We will test the prediction that low gamma power
will increase at positive prediction errors, and high gamma will increase at negative
prediction errors.
In order to test for negative prediction errors, mice were first trained on a FR1 task
for sucrose reward. Mice received at least 5 sessions of this task to establish stable baseline
performance and to ensure they are familiar with the task. Following these FR1 sessions,
mice were switched to an FR1 where reward was omitted on a random 25% of trials. All
other cues and signals that occur at reward delivery also occurred during reward omission;
only the reward itself was absent. Average PES were calculated for rewarded trials (Figure
V-5A) and for omission trials (Figure V-5D) and then compared statistically.
Low gamma power was predicted to not change during -RPEs, however, this is not
what was observed. While reward-related low gamma power was the same for both lever
press and at expected rewarded delivery (0 sec), low gamma returned to baseline much
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more quickly during omission trials than rewarded trials (Figure V-5B, C). A two-way RM
ANOVA reveals a significant effect of time (as previously discussed; F (5, 20) = 7.575, p
= 0.0004), as well a significant effect of Event (reward or omission; F (1, 4) = 8.116, p =
0.0465), and a time x event interaction (F (5, 20) = 3.341, p = 0.0235). Post-hoc analysis
with Sidak’s multiple comparison test of selected time points showed a significant increase
in low gamma power at 3 seconds (p<.01) and 5 seconds (p<.05; Figure V-5C).
High gamma oscillations were predicted to increase in power in response to a -RPE,
as reported previously (Kalenscher et al., 2010). However, the actual response of high
gamma power to reward omissions was subtler. Reward-related high gamma power was
not significantly different at lever press or expected reward delivery, similar to low gamma,
however the responses of high gamma to reward and omission diverge earlier following
omission, at approximately 0.5 seconds following reward delivery (Figure V-5E). While
high gamma power did not increase to reward omissions, it did stay elevated for a
prolonged period of time, instead of dropping to sub-baseline levels, and was higher than
equivalent timepoints in the rewarded trials. A two-way RM ANOVA showed a significant
effect of time, as expected (F (5, 65) = 11.97, p < 0.0001), but not an effect of event (reward
vs omission; F (1, 13) = 0.7038, p = 0.4167). There was, however, a strongly significant
time x event interaction (F (5, 65) = 8.467, p < 0.0001). Post-hoc Sidak’s multiple
comparison test confirmed that high gamma power remained significantly higher following
omission (p<.0001; Figure V-5F)). Additionally, high gamma power during omission
began to decrease back towards baseline at approximately the same time high gamma
begins to increase again following its post-reward trough in power. Post-hoc analysis also
shows that high gamma power following omission does drop significantly to sub-baseline
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levels, when it would normally be returning to baseline (p<.05). These data suggest that
during reward omission, high gamma conveys the same overall reward-related pattern, but
the plateau at reward delivery delays the subsequent patterned sub-baseline trough. We will
return to this phenomenon in the discussion.
Finally, we then tested for +RPE signals using a variable time out task (VTO). In
this task, 1 lever press rewards 1 sucrose pellet, as in FR, however the delay between
receiving a reward and being able to press for the subsequent reward (the time out) is not
a fixed duration, as in FR. The TO ranges randomly between 30 – 60 seconds, which is
unpredictable to the mice and grants a period of ambiguity not present during FR. In order
to evoke a +RPE signal, during a random subset of 25% of trials, a noncontingent (unearned) reward was granted at 9-15 seconds into the 30-60 second TO. The noncontingent
reward was accompanied by a brief 1 sec cue, which normally occurs for a contingent
reward. Average PES were constructed around noncontingent reward delivery (Figure
V-6A). We then compared looking for noncontingent reward-related changes in power
within low and high gamma power and contrasted the noncontingent reward-evoked
gamma bands to normal contingent reward-evoked gamma power.
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A) PES centered on reward delivery for rewarded trials. The window of time that contains the reward timestamp is marked by a the box centered around 0 sec.
Frequency bands extracted for z-score analysis are marked by the horizontal dashed windows, with black being high gamma and red being low gamma B) Zscores of extracted power bands from PES for low gamma power for rewarded vs. omitted rewards. C) Bar graph of z-score timepoints used for statistical analysis
for rewarded vs. omitted low gamma. .D) PES centered on reward omision for trials in which reward was omitted . E) Z-scores of extracted power bands from
PES for high gamma power for rewarded vs omitted rewards. F) Bar graph of z-score timepoints used for statistical analysis for omitted vs. rewarded high
gamma

Figure V-5 Gamma Band Encoding of Negative Reward Prediction Errors

Based upon prior reports (Kalenscher et al., 2010; van der Meer and Redish, 2009),

it was predicted that low gamma power would encode a +RPE, and high gamma power
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A) PES centered on non-contingent reward delivery. The window of time that contains the reward timestamp is marked by a the box
centered around 0 sec. Frequency bands extracted for z-score analysis are marked by the horizontal dashed windows, with black being
high gamma and red being low gamma B) Z-scores of extracted power bands from PES for low gamma power for non-contingent
rewards. C) Bar graph of z-score timepoints used for statistical analysis for non-contingent low gamma. D) Bar graph of z-score
timepoints used for statistical analysis for non-contingent high gamma. E) PES centered on reward delivery during same sessions. F)
Z-scores of extracted power bands from contingent vs. non-contingent low gamma. G) Z-scores of extracted power bands from
contingent vs. non-contingent high gamma.

Figure V-6 Gamma Band Encoding of Positive Reward Prediction Errors

would not. However, two-way RM ANOVA analysis of the z-score power bands showed
no effect of time around reward for either low gamma (F (6, 12) = 0.7521 p = .6199), or
high gamma (F (6, 12) = 2.748, p = 0.0643). However, there was a strong trend for high
gamma power, so we re-tested the analysis using a one-way RM ANOVA for an effect of
session, which was not significant (F (1.950, 56.55) = 2.248). Thus, sessions were
combined, allowing us to perform a one-way RM ANOVA with all 3 sessions combined
into each selected timepoint (Figure V-6D). While the one-way RM ANOVA showed a
significant effect of time (F (1.999, 27.98) = 3.719, p = .0370), neither Tukey’s multiple
comparison test nor Holms-Sidak test revealed a significant difference between time
points.
Overall, our results support the prediction that high gamma power displays a
negative reward-error signal. However, the -RPE was not expressed as a separate distinct
event, but as a prolonged peak in high gamma power. While there was a significant
difference in low gamma power following reward omission, this change did not occur until
2 seconds after reward omission. This is too long after reward omission to attribute this
change to an error signal. We therefore concluded that negative prediction errors are
expressed by high gamma oscillations, but not low gamma oscillations. Our current
evidence regarding positive prediction errors indicates they are not expressed in either
gamma band. However, the lack of a timestamp for the precise moment the mouse checks
the food receptacle for the non-contingent reward prevents precise averaging of the event,
and therefore the effect may be obscured by variable latencies for the mice to discover the
reward.
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Discussion
In this chapter, we sought to test the hypothesis that low and high gamma
oscillations in the NAc encode different aspects of reward via distinct changes in power.
Prior work by multiple groups had implicated accumbal gamma oscillations in multiple
aspects of reward and identified separate bands which carried different signals(Berke,
2009; Kalenscher et al., 2010; van der Meer and Redish, 2009; van der Meer et al., 2010).
These foundational studies did not universally agree on what aspects of reward were
ascribed to which band of gamma. However, some purported functions of specific bands
had more supporting evidence and formed the foundation of our hypothesis and
predictions. None of the prior work regarding reward associated gamma oscillations had
been performed in mice or in operant tasks. We first confirmed the presence of rewardassociated changes in low and high gamma power during operant tasks in mice. We then
specifically tested for low and high gamma changes to reward value, and reward prediction
errors.
Many of the prior studies saw an increase in high gamma during movement towards
the reward (Kalenscher et al., 2010; Masimore et al., 2005; van der Meer and Redish, 2009)
and an increase in low gamma power at reward sites (Kalenscher et al., 2010; van der Meer
and Redish, 2009) that scaled with the palatability of the associated reward(Kalenscher et
al., 2010). Multiple reports also found evidence of a potential RPE signal, particularly a RPE signal in the high gamma band(Kalenscher et al., 2010; van der Meer and Redish,
2009). However, direct comparisons between the different studies is very difficult, as the
LFP analysis methods were different, as were the time bins considered to be “related” to
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reward and the very different behavioral tasks. For these reasons, we utilized instrumental
tasks, which allow for more control of the environment and of specific task epochs.
We first verified that low and high gamma bands do indeed exhibit reward-related
activity. All of the foundational studies discussed above were done in rats, it was not known
if we would see the same phenomena in mice. The fact that our tasks required the mouse
to perform a physical action to receive reward allows us to consider greater nuances in the
role of these gamma bands, versus the purely locomotor requirements of the previous
studies. The prior studies mostly attributed increases in high gamma power with increasing
proximity to reward location to be a correlate of the approach behavior itself. However,
several pieces of evidence from our studies support the notion that accumbal high gamma
power is enhanced in anticipation or salience.
The first evidence of an anticipation signal in high gamma is located in Figure
V-2B. While we concluded that high gamma power accompanies reward delivery, but not
the reward-granting action, there is more information to be taken from this panel. As a
reminder, the black box centered at 0 seconds is the window containing raw data that
occurred at reward delivery (for review see Figure V-1, A-C) and the vertical dashed line
represents the lever press. High gamma power clearly does not increase until immediately
following lever press, but much earlier than reward delivery, when the mouse’s experience
and operant cues indicate reward is imminent. Also, the peak of increased high gamma
power does not increase any further once the reward has actually been delivered. If the
response were solely related to consumption of the reward, one would expect the increase
in high gamma power to either begin inside of the reward delivery window (black box) and
not before it, or to continue to increase to a maximal peak at in the center of the reward
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delivery window. This supports the notion that high gamma power is recruited by the
mouse’s anticipation between the event it knows will grant reward and then only increases
until actual delivery.
Another piece of supporting evidence for high gamma conveying anticipation or
salience is Figure V-5E, the rewarded versus omitted z-scores. In support of the
anticipation theory, reward and omission evoked statistically similar patterns of high
gamma power, but only until the end of the reward window, at which point high gamma
power sustains its peak levels for significantly longer than reward. This could correspond
to the mouse’s continued anticipation of the reward, until it realizes that there will be no
reward, at which point the high gamma signal returns to its normal pattern of a sub-baseline
trough before returning to baseline levels. In this same panel, there is a phenomenon that
supports the possibility of that high gamma is related to salience. The only behavioral
sessions in which high gamma displays any correspondence with the lever press is during
trials in which the lever is no longer a reliable predictor of reward. The Pearce-Hall model
in learning theory states that learning about associations between stimuli, actions and the
corresponding outcomes(Pearce and Bouton, 2001; Pearce and Hall, 1980a), is driven by
increased attention paid to cues after the previous association between the cue and its
outcome has been violated. In other words, following the surprise of not receiving a reward
when it was expected, the animal then pays more attention to the environmental cues, as
they must re-learn their previously established associations.
Lending further support to the anticipatory / salience signal of gamma oscillations,
human schizophrenic patients have disrupted striatal gamma oscillations (GonzalezBurgos and Lewis, 2012; Krishnan et al., 2005; Spencer, 2011; Uhlhaas and Singer, 2010),
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and their deficits in reward anticipation and salience have been localized to ventral striatum
using fMRI (Esslinger et al., 2012).
Our data do not ascribe a similarly well-defined role for low gamma power during
reward. While prior studies show an increase in low gamma at reward-sites(Kalenscher et
al., 2010; van der Meer and Redish, 2009), which is similar to that what we report here in
Figure V-2B, they did not show an increase in low gamma at approach to reward. Our use
of operant tasks allowed us to uncover this effect, due to a single precise action required
for reward, in lieu of an extended approach with variable velocity between subjects.
Additionally, the lever press evoked low gamma power may be sensitive to the value of
the reward, as shown in Figure V-3B and Figure V-4B. Low gamma power may, in part,
represented the mouse’s association between the action of pressing the lever and the
outcome of receiving the reward. However, more additional experiments explicitly testing
for action-outcome associations must be performed.
Future studies should further test the role of low and high gamma oscillations using
more sophisticated manipulations of reward-seeking operant tasks, with particular focus
on additional manipulations of reward value and positive prediction errors. Our results
establishing the presence of these reward-associated changes in gamma power in mice also
opens future avenues of using cell-type specific optogenetic and pharmacogenetic
manipulations in the plethora of transgenic mouse strains available.
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VI General Discussion

In this dissertation, we addressed two features of local accumbal activity, the role
of cholinergic interneurons (CINs) in DA release and reward, and reward-related changes
in low and high gamma-frequency oscillations. First, we used FSCV in vivo with
anesthetized mice to test the effect of endogenous cholinergic interneuron activation on
stimulation-evoked DA. We uncovered a novel ability of CIN stimulation to evoke DA
from DA terminals directly without requiring ongoing DAN firing. We then tested if CIN
stimulation produces similar reinforcement effects as stimulation of DA release, and
DAergic drugs, like cocaine. To test this, we used two types of place preference tasks,
optical-stimulation conditioned place preference (OCPP) and real-time place preference
(RTPP).
Against expectations, OCPP showed no reinforcing effects of CIN-stimulation
conditioning. Manipulations known to increase accumbal DA are able to produce a
reinforcement effect, such as cocaine conditioning. Since we stimulated the endogenous
neuronal machinery, we considered that the effect of endogenous acetylcholine release
might be a subtler and more nuanced effect compared to that of pharmacological
treatments, like cocaine. We conceived it was possible the effect of stimulation had a
greater effect in modulating ongoing activity rather than induced long-term synaptic
plasticity. We therefore switched to the RTPP task. While we did not see a real-time place
preference, we did see a trend towards real-time place aversion (RTPA), which was only
present in a sub-set of mice. We concluded that optical stimulation of accumbal CINs is
not inherently reinforcing. While this may seem at odds with the uncovered fact that CINs
can evoke DA release directly, and that DA is reinforcing, this false paradox highlights that
when the nucleus accumbens is discussed in relation to strictly “reward” this
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oversimplification limits the understanding of accumbal DA’s role and the predictions
regarding its behavioral effects.
Striatal CINs receive input directly from thalamostriatal afferents from the
intralaminar thalamus (Lapper and Bolam, 1992; Matsumoto et al., 2001; Minamimoto and
Kimura, 2002), which is important for directing sensory attention (Smith et al., 2004).
Recent work has shown thalamostriatal afferents gate the post synaptic response of CINs
to cortical sensory input, which is important for redirecting attention to salient stimuli(Ding
et al., 2010). Therefore, CINs respond to more than appetitive reward, so it makes sense
that activating the neurons out of context without the normal concomitant sensory input
would not produce a robust behavioral response. The role of CIN activation during tasks
that require learning the changing salience of environmental cues to guide behavior, such
as attentional set-shifting tasks may be a more appropriate behavior in which to unveil the
full behavioral effect of accumbal CIN activity.
Another possible consequence of CIN stimulation that may diminish its ability to
promote reinforcement is perturbations of ongoing accumbal local field potentials.
Recently the role of various interneurons in generation of accumbal LFP bands (delta, beta,
gamma) were tested by identifying the accumbal interneurons’ resonant spiking and subthreshold frequencies(Beatty et al., 2015). CINs were well tuned to delta band frequencies
(1-5 Hz), and were very resistant to persistent alterations their firing patterns. Forcing CINs
to fire at frequencies above the delta range for prolonged periods via optical stimulation
may decrease the coordination of ongoing delta frequency activity. Considering the sparse
distribution of CINs, illumination of all CINs at once is unlikely. This discoordination of
delta-frequency CIN activity could potentially disrupt multiple aspects of local accumbal
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activity, discussed below, and interfere with the attentional and reward-directed behaviors
in the animal.
One aspect that dysregulated CIN activity may alter is control of accumbal output.
New theories indicate that accumbal interneurons have critical control over the regional
output via medium spiny neurons (MSNs). MSNs do not have their own resonant firing
frequency and will instead shift their firing patterns to match its strongest coordinated input
(Beatty et al., 2015), which then alters the spike-timing of their output to the rest of the
basal ganglia. Therefore, disruptions in coordinated CIN activity via optical stimulation of
some, but not all CINs, could reduce the influence of CINs on MSN spike-timing and allow
other competing inteneuronal influence on the gating mechanisms of MSNs. This would,
in effect, alter which afferents to the accumbens are able to control the ultimate output of
the NAc to the basal ganglia in response to specific behavioral events.
Not only could perturbations of CIN delta-frequency firing reduce their own
capacity to modulate accumbal output, but also they could interfere with the induction of
accumbal gamma oscillations by corticostriatal afferents. Projections from the cortex
synapse onto CINs to drive delta-band activity in the NAc(Stern et al., 1997).
Corticostriatal projections help drive both delta oscillations and gamma oscillations
simultaneously (Stern et al., 1997). Moreover, gamma frequency neuronal activity is phase
locked to the slower delta frequency oscillations, essentially setting the tempo for the rest
of the neuronal orchestra (López-Azcárate et al., 2013). Therefore, discoordination of CIN
activity would prevent corticostriatal afferents from setting the stage for behaviorallyrelated gamma oscillations.
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To test this possibility, future studies on CINs in reinforcement and reward should
drive CIN activity while recording alterations in proximal LFPs. Additionally, slower
stimulation patterns more in-line with the baseline firing rate of CINs may produce a
greater behavioral response by coordinating CIN activity within its normal baseline firing
frequencies, increasing their influence in regional processes.
In a similar fashion as the corticostriatal induction of delta-frequency activity via
CINs, gamma oscillations are driven by inhibitory interneurons. Parvalbumin+
interneurons are believed to be a critical generator of gamma, as PVIs have an extensive
mutually connected network (Gulyás et al., 1999; Kisvárday et al., 1993; Sik et al., 1995),
and high frequency action potentials (Jonas et al., 2004) and resonance frequency (Pike et
al., 2000) that are ideal properties for gamma oscillations. The introduction of optogenetics
allowed precise control of the PV+ interneurons, which confirmed that PVIs preferentially
drive gamma oscillations in mouse cortex(Cardin et al., 2009; Sohal et al., 2009).
Additionally, no other non-gamma frequency stimulation evoked a corresponding increase
in that frequency’s power, agreeing with prior evidence that low gamma oscillations (40
Hz) are a resonant property of the PVIs (Bracci et al., 2003; Cardin et al., 2009; Pike et al.,
2000; Taverna et al., 2007).
Gamma oscillations have been observed to occur in multiple bandwidths located
inside of the gamma band of oscillations(Berke, 2009; Kalenscher et al., 2010; van der
Meer and Redish, 2009). To support the argument for these two bands being a natural, and
not artificial distinction, evidence shows different corticostriatal afferents synapse onto
different accumbal interneurons, and are coherent wither either low or high gamma
frequencies, but not both (Berke, 2009).
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The remaining sections of this dissertation further examined the differential roles
of these two distinct gamma bands. By utilizing multiple operant tasks while recording
accumbal LFPs, we were able to test for previously hypothesized differential roles of high
and low gamma in conveying aspects of reward, including reward value(Kalenscher et al.,
2010), and reward prediction errors (Kalenscher et al., 2010; van der Meer and Redish,
2009).
We first were able to confirm that mice do indeed display changes in power of both
low and high gamma oscillations in relation to reward. As in the preliminary rat data(Berke,
2009; Kalenscher et al., 2010; van der Meer and Redish, 2009), the two bands displayed
differential patterned changes to the same behavioral events. Previous studies disagreed as
to which band conveyed reward location, movement, whether reward prediction error like
signals were present, or if reward evoked gamma power scaled with the properties of the
reward itself.
Our results indicate that both low and high gamma display reward-related changes
in power, but to different aspects of reward. High gamma seems to convey an anticipation
and salience. In support of this, high gamma power increased during the delay between
lever press and reward delivery, but not before. Critically, high gamma power plateaued at
reward delivery, and did not continue to increase during the consumption of the reward.
Additionally, the appearance of lever-press associated high gamma oscillations only during
sessions in which negative prediction errors were introduced, agrees with the predicted
increased salience of reward-predicting events following violated expectations(Pearce and
Bouton, 2001; Pearce and Hall, 1980b).
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Changes in low gamma power corresponded to execution of an action to achieve
reward. Approximately 0.5 seconds prior to pressing the lever, low gamma power begins
to increase and peaks immediately after the lever press before sharply decreasing back
towards baseline. However, at 0.5 seconds after lever press/before reward delivery, low
gamma power increased again and peaked a second time, during reward delivery. We
therefore concluded that low gamma power is associated with reward-pursuing actions and
reward delivery, while high gamma power is associated with anticipation of reward and
attention to reward-associated stimuli.
We also found that the increased low gamma power at lever press scales with
changes in in reward value as changed via cost or biological need for the reward.
Paradoxically, low gamma power decreased with decreasing value of reward due to
increasing cost, but it actually increased as biological drive for the reward decreased. This
conflicting pattern of low gamma power changes is very intriguing. For one, the fact that
low gamma power only changes at lever press, but not to reward delivery, supports a
distinct role of low gamma oscillations in reward-pursuing actions. Second, the fact that a
lever press late in a FR session (when hunger/need is lower) evoked greater low gamma
power than early lever presses raises questions as to what other more intricate facets of
reward this may convey.
Overall, our results adding further evidence to ascribe distinct associations between
accumbal gamma oscillations. Our results agreed with other reports of high gamma
increasing during approach to reward(Kalenscher et al., 2010; van der Meer and Redish,
2009), however, our behaviors added the additional distinction of a precise physical action
required for the reward, whereas the other studies relied on locomotor approach alone. This
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allows for a subtler role of high gamma, as more likely associated with the anticipation of
the reward, versus actions towards reward receipt. If our data showed an increase in high
gamma prior to lever press that gradually decreased through reward delivery, we could
support the notion of high gamma’s association with motor activity toward reward. Our
data do agree with other reports in terms of high gamma increasing at reward (Berke, 2009)
and decreasing after reward(Berke, 2009; Kalenscher et al., 2010; van der Meer and
Redish, 2009). However, we caution against these comparisons as absolute confirmation
of other reports, as the temporal specificity of prior studies varied greatly, and there was
no acknowledgment of the time-dilation consequence of using discrete Fourier transforms
to convert raw data to the time-frequency domain.
Our results support the notion that low gamma oscillations convey reward value
(Kalenscher et al., 2010), however there is much left to be explored in terms of how value
is determined and whether the relationship is directly or inversely correlated. We did not
see a purely positive correlation between reward value and low gamma power as in prior
studies (Kalenscher et al., 2010). However, the dimensionalities/properties of reward that
were altered to change reward value were different, as prior work relied strictly on reward
value by palatability of the flavor(Kalenscher et al., 2010), whereas our operant chambers
could not alternate between multiple types of reward during a single session. Future studies
should thoroughly explore more factors that determine reward value in order to make any
conclusive statements about gamma associations with reward value as one distinct
relationship.
Our results also support the role of gamma oscillations conveying reward prediction
errors (Kalenscher et al., 2010; van der Meer and Redish, 2009). Specifically, our results
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are in agreement with a negative prediction error signal exclusive to high gamma, and that
the error is conveyed via a sustained peak of high gamma power following reward
omission, compared to the sharp decrease in high gamma power at reward delivery(van der
Meer and Redish, 2009). Our data do not support a significant association of either high or
low gamma with positive prediction errors reported in other studies(Kalenscher et al.,
2010). However, future studies should explore positive prediction errors in other ways,
such as increasing the number of rewards received per lever press.
In general, several modifications to our study would allow greater specificity in our
conclusions. First, our results would have also benefitted greatly from having a distinct
timestamp for the animal’s head entry into the reward receptacle. This would have allowed
us to make a better distinction between reward delivery and reward receipt, and centering
analyses on this timestamp may unveil changes in power we could not observe.
Additionally, increasing the time delay between lever press and reward delivery would
allow for better distinction between the two events.
Overall, our work confirms that distinctions in high and low gamma power during
reward seeking tasks occur in mice, as in rats, and in operant tasks that do not require large
locomotor activity. As mentioned, there are many avenues for future studies to pursue in
terms of further elucidating these conclusions. Additionally, optogenetic manipulations
would allow conclusions to be drawn regarding which interneuron populations are
responsible for the generation of these oscillations. Finally, additional analyses could be
performed in order to identify the relationship between reward-associated gamma
oscillations, as well as changes in lower LFP bands, such as delta oscillations.
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